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INTRODUCTION. 
_ne descrip °ion of t. he occurrences in the series of 
elementary processes which constitute most. of t'- -he 
events observed in the physical. world is a problem, the 
initial attempts to solve which are warranted by the 
progress made in the development of atomic theory.. In 
chemistry it has been possible to draw the outlines of 
the conventional picture which we may regard as repres- 
enting the material changes occurring in reactions by 
connecting the known tacts of chemical combination 
with the conceptions arrived at by physietats with 
regard to the structure of atoms; but a similar attempt 
to visualise the manner in which the elementary energy 
changes occur would seem to require, on account of the 
absence of corresponding generalisations on th is sage 
of the problem, special experimental investigation . 
According to current views,, the material changes 
in chemical reactions consist essentially in a re -arr 
angoment or the outer electrons surrounding the kernels 
of the interacting atoms.. The formation of a rieter - 
polar compound consists in the transference of elections 
belonging to the more electropositive constituent to 
the more electro negative; in sodium chloride, for- 
example, the single valency electron of the sodium atom 
has been more or less transferred to the chlorine atom 
with the formation of a system both of whose constituent 
atoms contain the distribution of electrons which the 
periodic occurrence of the inert gases in the table of 
the elements appears to indicate to be . the most stable«. 
The/ 
The formation of 1 o apiolar compounds also involves 
the entrance of electron.;:, which before reaction were 
associated wholly with one atom, into the configuratio 
of another; though here the process is one of the spar-; - 
of 
ing of electrons rather than /their transference from 
o11 atom to another. 
Now, th1 phenomena of the emission and absorp- 
tion of light are ascribed to the i -ma; .off$., or electron: 
in Matter;- therAacti -ate of matter on light, reflection, 
refrabtion,; dispersion, and so on,, are also caused, at 
least for light of short wavelength, by the motion of 
electrons. In p ̂ rticular, the emission of the series 
lines prodteed by the passage of electricity through 
gases and in other ways has received at the hands of 
Bohr and !his followers an explanation which,enables ue 
granting their postulates, to form a quite coherent 
picture of the processes occurring. Briefly, the 
essential part of the explanation is that radiation is 
emitted, not in the process of the vibration of an 
electron in a stable orbit, but in the passage of the 
electron from one to another of a discreet system of 
brbite, the frequency v of the emitted radiation being 
rletermined by the relation 
E-Rv 
where E is the difference in the energy of the atom in 
the respectl e states, and h is Planck's constant.. 
There is thus a similarity between the processes 
which¡ 
which are supposed to occur in chemical reactions and 
in the emission of radiation by matter, and the quest- 
ion arises whether chemical reactions may be accompanied 
by the emission of radiation as an essential part of 
the event. 
The effect of the absorption of light in originat- 
ing chemical change is known from the study of photo- 
chemical reactions. In a photochemical reaction, 
whether on the whole it involves an increase or a de- 
crease of free energy, the stage which is light-sensit- 
ive must take place with the absorption of energy; and 
that this absorption in the specific photochemical pro - 
cess takes place in quanta is shown by experiments under- 
taken to test Einstein's Law of Photochemical Equival- 
ence to be extremely probable. The absorption of one 
quantum,, it appears, in the simplest case, will cause 
the absorbing molecule to undergo the primary photo - 
'chemical reaction, provided it is of sufficient magnitude 
to effect the change. For example in the photochemical 
comhihat.Ion of hydrogen and bromine, Warburg \sitz.d. 
kon.preusz.Akad. 1916, p.3I4 assumes the primary light 
reaction to be dissociation of bromine molecules;' 
Br+ by Br 4-Br. 
The recombination of Br atoms is an exothermic. react- 
ion, the reverse of the photochemical reaction and 
as the decomposition of the molecule may be effected by 
the absorption of light of definite frequency, so, it 
might appear, the recombination of the atoms may take 
place with the emission of the same radiation. 
The/ 
The general radiation theory of chemical reaction 
of Lewis and of Perrin, particularly in theforn' devel- 
oped ibl, Perrin CAnn.de.Physique ÍIh]II,5 (I717); Trans. 
Far, Soc.I7,53( I/22 ) 1 requires, from a somewhat diffi -- 
made 
ent point of view, that the energy; mailable in a 
reaction should :appear primarily as radiation. Accord- 
ing to this hypothesis, the reaction A-/.1 takes place 
thus: the initial system A is capable of reacting only 
if it attains a state A with whdch is associated a 
definite quantity of energy; this state is reached by 
the absorption of an amount El, of radiant energy, pres- 
ent in th e system in virtue of its 
temperatrire in thermal reactions, 
imposed from without in photochem- 
ical reactions. The condition Al 
is not one of permanent stability; 
its behaviour is determined by un- 
known laws, but th e final result, 
according to the hypothesis, is 
that it either reverts to the or- 
iginal condition At with the emiss- 
ion ,as radiation, of energy El, o 
it assumes the condition B with the emission of energy 
E 
2 
also as radiation. If the energy of the system in 
the condition B is less than that in Al there will be 
a tendency for the reaction to proceed in the direction 
A- -, B,and the observed change in total energy for the 
reaction/ 
5,. 
reaction will be E2 - Et . The quantities E,and Etmay 
be called the "critical incrercrents° of the reactants 
and resultants respectively. 
The intere.tix.,g experiments 'described by Perrin 
on the fluorescnt light emitted by certain organic 
substances [An n .le. Phys. [Ix] io, 133 ( 1918) ] in which 
he claims that fluorescence involves the destruction 
of the fluorescing molecule and is emitted at the momk- 
ent of destruction, and therefore represents the emiss- 
ion stage in his scheme of the course of reaction, in, 
volve reactions in wh ich the energy changes are too 
little known to form, a quantitative test of the theory' 
even-if his conclusions remained unchallenged. \See 
Wood, Phil.Mag. [Sri] 43,757 (1122);; Pringsheim, Z,f. 
Physik, I0,I78, (I122 )J The quantitative development 
of the radiation hypothesis has been chiefly along the 
line of the calculation of the velocity of re.d.cti't 
and especially of determining the significance of the 
temperature coefficient of the velocity, and most re- 
actions studied have had to subscribe to the condition 
that they must possess an easily measurable velocity;; 
in these reactions the energy changes aro usually 
comparatively small, and any radiation would be emitted 
at low frequency, in the infra red. To test the quest- 
ion it seems desirable to chose as simple reactions as 
Possible, inwhieh moreoVer the energy changes are suff- 




Many reactions are known to take place with the 
emission of bight, which however, does not appear to be 
a primary emission of the energy of reaction as radiatlI- 
ion. A feature of many reactions which are accom.panieq. 
by the emission of radiation i8 their very high vel_ 
ocity; if the conditions are so modified that the vel- 
ocity is lowered, visible emission often ceases, al- 
a 
though there may still be /sufficient amount of reaction 
to cause a considerable evolution of energy as heat. 
The light emitted in such reactions thereforeedoes not 
seem to be an essential part of the process, but rather 
a secondary effect, associated with high reaction 
velocity. This does not imply that the light emitted 
is purely the result of the high temperature prevail- 
ing; it is certain that the ltninosity of many flames 
cannot be accounted for by such a hypothesis. The 
-manner in which such emissions may originate will be 
discussed later. 
The formation of heteropolar compounds seemed 
to be the kind of reaction in which any emission or the 
energy of reaction as radiation would be most readily 
detected, and the halogens were chosen as the electro- 
negative components. The purpose of this work was 
therefore to find if such reactions as the tormation 
of the halogen hydrides and of the halides of the 
alkali metals were accompanied byrbthe emission of 
radiation/ 
7e 
radiation which could be correlated with the possible 
energy changes taking place in the reaction. if the 
emission of the energy of reaction is a quantum process, 
the frequency of the radiation, provided that the emiss- 
occurred 
to ; ;s one quantum, would be given by the equation 
E -Aiy where E is the elementary energy change. This 
will not, in general, be equal to the observed heat ofl 
reaction, which is, except possibly in the very simpl- 
est reactions, the nett result of a member of consecut- 
ive changes occurring in the reaction. The formation 
of hydrogen chloride, for instance, from gaseous 
chlorine and. hydrogen under ordinary conditions must be 
a cornpÿon process, involving the dissociation of C12 
and H'L as well as umi.on to HC1;- but from thermo -cheer 
ical data it is possible to calculate the energy change 
E in possible elementary processes, as the union of at -- 
omic hydrogen and atomic chlorine, and from the equation 
E v determine the region of the spectrum in which 
chemical radiation might be expected. Even this value 
of E would, according to the notions of the course of 
chemical changes derived from the study of reaction 
velocities, be e composite quantity, being the differ - 
encebetween the "critical increments" of resultants 
and reactants which are the true elementary energy 
changes. It has been observed, however, that reaction 
which take place with high velocity are associated wit4 . 
low critical increments of the reactants; hence it is 
likely that for such reactions as the formation of the 
alkali/ 
8. 
alkali halides which take place, at least in the absence 
of extreme dryness, with high velocity,the heat of react- 
ion i¢alcuiatad for the union of metal and halogen atom- 
will be nearly equal to the energy emitted in the ele4 
entary process. For most reactions in which heteropolar 
compounds are formed, the corresponding wavelength Í5, 
as will be shown in the discussion of th e individual- 
cases studied, in the ultra violet,so that the absence 
of visible emission is no argument against the case that 
chemical radiation may be produced in these . reactions, 
and special experiment is necess:ciry to decide the 
question. 
A knowledge of the ultraviolet spectra of the 
halogens seemed desirable, since they act as the re- 
ceiver of the electron in the chemical reaction, and 
in the.first part of the work the radiation emitted by 
these elements on electrical excitation was studied. 
Then the emissions caused by the passage of the elect- 
ric discharge through the l «1rides and through the 
vapour of a metallic halide were examined; this was 
followed by the study of some specific reactions. 
Aldo experiments suggested by the results. of the irr- 
vestigaticn of the spectra of the halogens, were per - 
formed on the effect of high frequency ultraviolet 
light on iodine vapour. 
9. 
The Emission Spectra of the Halogens.: 
Although many communications have appeared on the 
spectra of the halogen s, they have been confined,; for 
the most part, to the visible or near ultra violet 
regions. The emission spectra of chlorine and bromine 
down to about 370uu have been described. by Eder and 
Valenta [ Belt r e zur Phot o croon ie.,pp 3 3 136.9 ( I9 04 )1 as . 
consisting of lines, chiefly in the green and blue. For 
bromine, besides the line spectrum a continuous emiss- 
ion was also observed beginning in the green;: at about 
42O,,a second. continuous band. appeared and extended vh 
increasing intensity to the limit of their photograph 
at alz gat 37O .. These spectra were produced by pass- 
ing a :powerful spark- through the gases at relatively 
high pressure.. 
Iodine in particular shows many interesting 
phenomena in its optical behaviour; it is one of the 
few gases which have been found to emit radiation on 
mere heating to such moderate temperatures as ß00 °to 
700°C; it exhibits to a marked degree the property of 
emitting light previously absorbed as fluorescent and 
restnance radiation; and, correspondingly, its spectrum 
under various conditions of excitation has occupied 
the. attention of several investigators. [Konen;. Ann.. 
der Physik 65,257,(I898`);; Wood, Researches in Physical 
Optics, part i i , p. 5I (19 I9 )] With the exception, how- 
* 
evercof some results which have appeared during the 
course/ 
Stenbing: Ann.d,PYysik 64,673,I92I visible sp of I. 
AA,:;erer Z.X.Physik II,167,1922;u.v.band sp. f Cl. 
Z.f.wiss.Phot.22,200,I923,u . v.line f. Cl. 
Jevons Proc.Roy.Soc.A,_._,I931I923, u.v.line 612 4.E1 
Gerlach and Grommann ,Z.f.Physik,i8,339,II23, u.v. band 
spectrum of I. 
T0. 
course of this work or just 4Ae previous to its 
commencement, little was known of the emission spectra.af 
the halogens in the further ultraviolet region, and spec- 
ial investigation became necessary.. 
Procedure: The tubes were eonstructed of clear fused 
silica;1thduse of cement was thus avoided, with the 
possibility of introducing traces of impurity. As 
\ appeared in the course of the work,the spectra of the 
halogens are extremely susceptible to disturbande in 
Ithe presence of traces of impurities, andevery means 
must be taken to avoid them. 
The dischage tubes consisted of 2 bulbs, TO cm.long 
and I..5 am. in diameter, joined axially by a capillary. 
Round the ou_tst.de of the bulbs were tightly wound stripe 
of tinfoil., fixed in position by coating the seams wi9 
rubber solution. These served as electrodes. 
Electrieal_Arrar ements: The discharge was obtain- 
ed from a small Tesla coil, constructed as described byI 
Drude [Annder Phys ik, ß', 336, (19 0 := )J The primary con- 
sisted cf two coils, each of 31 tunas of stout copper 
a¡ 
wire wound oft cardboard former supported c:ì r:T)ntt: 
pillars; the diameter of the coils was 6 inches. The 
Boils were con_Lected respectively to the inner and 
outer 
. coatings of a Leyden jar of a capacity 0.005/AF, 
The secondary, of 300 turns of silk insulated wire,; 
ound on a former 2 inches in diameter, was inserted 
,ithin the primary; the diameters of the formers were 
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secondary coils. A large induction coil, worked from 
a IO volt battery,was first used to drive the Tesla, 
rut this was later replaced by a high tension trans- 
former which coulß be run, on occasion, with IO amps. 
230 volts in the primary, giving 10,000 volts in the 
secondary. In most of the observations, this was work- 
ed from a sp -down transformer, which reduced the 
supply volgage from 230 to 90, and the current in the 
primary of the high tension transformer was usually 
Ao t 3amps. The sep näar hOtetlz .chigh :t,egs .on trans' 
former was connected to an aluminium spark gap, to 
which th e primary of the Tesla was Joined. The 
electrical arrangement is shown in fig, I .. 
The action of the electric system is briefly as 
follows: Opposite caotings of the condenser in parall 
el with the spark gap become charged from the secoiuïar r 
Of the high tension transformer, and discharge takes 
place through the primary of the Tesla and the.,spark 
gap as a gigh frequency oscillatory discharge, the 
frequency varying inversely as the square root of the 
capacity. An oscillatory current of this very high 
frequency is induced in the secondary of. the Tesla; the 
two seta of coils of the Teek a also act as a step' up 
transformer, so that the potential difference between 
the terminals of the secondary is very high. The 
currents are correspondingly low, so that there is no 
dangerof puncturing the tunes, as happened sometimes w 




discharge tube, and the current can be passed for long 
periods without causing serious rise in the temperature 
of t he tube. 
Filling the Tubes: It was soon found that special 
Care must be taken to obtain the gases free from iì- 
purity. . Attempts to obtain Chlorine. tribes by lord, 
eontin.ued passage or the gas through the tube and evae- 
uation to a suitable pressure were comparative fail- 
ures. The spectra of the tubes thus obtalLed showed 
that ©onáiderable quantities or air were present.. 
Finally a tube whose spectrum was nearly free fror.1 
impurity was obtained. by trio, use of liquid air. 
Chlorine: The gas was obtained from a commercial 
cylinder. A wide piece of &lass tubing was drawn, down 
so as to slip inside the carefully cleaned iron outlet 
or the cyllinder, and the joint was secured by rubber 
passing over the glass and iron, Only by diffusion . 
along the joint bet ween the glass and iron could, the 
chlorine come iñycontact with the rubber. A,, ( fig 2. ) 
un 
was a ground glass joint, lubricated but made vacuum 
tight externally by means of Everett Vacuum Wax.. The 
gas was dried by concentrated' sulphuric aeidcontained 
in a wash bottle with sealed in inlet and outlet, an 
with a'. trap I3 to prevent the sucking back of acid to 
t1 (' cylinder. The discharge tube was connected 'by a 
rubber joint flush with the end of a glass T piece;: all 
Other joints were made bye grinding or by fusing.. 
To the T piece was fused \a bulb containing cocoa nut 
charc.oal(. 
FIG. 2. 
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Charcoal;: this was connected through a soda lime tube 
to a rotatory ail pump, capable of yielding a vacuum of 
0 «001 mm.. A shortened form of McLeod Gauge, with range 
from 5 to 0.001 mm. proved convenient for determining 
the degree of evacuation;: this was protected by absor 
ent s f ronL the action of the halogen. 
The lower portion of the discharge tube was lia - 
mersed in liquid air, and- a ,large. quantity of chlorine, 
collected in it_ as a nearly whine slid.. ̀ The tap C wa 
then closed and the apparatus up to this point evacuat 
ed to as low a pressure as possible by means of the 
oil pump;; after which tarp E was closed and the charcoal . 
bulb immersed in liquid air. The charcoal, the dis- 
charge tube, and connecting tubes had previously been 
strongly heated in vacuo over: the naked flame in order 
to remove moisture and c oceiuded gases., Evacuiat ion by 
the charcoal cooled in liquid air was continued for 
half an hour,. so that the pressure of air left must 
have been excessively small. The liquid air was then 
removed from below the discharge tube a-n. most of the 
chlorine allowed to distil into the charcoal bulb, 
which was still cooled in liquid air. Liquid chlorine 
having disappeared from the discharge tube, tap D was 
closed and:.the pressure in the tube gradually reduced 
by manipulating D until a bright glow was ootased o.n 
etaxtinAhe Tesla.. The silica tube was then sealed off 
St the constriction a by means of the oxygen coal gas 
blowpipe/ 
FIG .3 . 







A e1ilor ine tube was also filled at atmospheric 
pressure and the pressure reduced by cooling in liquid 
air so as to allow the passage of a discharge. By adjust,- 
ing the temperature it was thus possible to observe the 
variation of the appearance of the discharge with 
pressure. 
Bromine: A satisfactory bromine tube was obtained 
only after many Unsuccessful attempts. Several tubes 
prepared with the help of charecai-taiquid air evacuat -- 
ion showed impurity lines quite strongly, although the 
ggantity of impurity was so small that, if the bromine 
was frozen cut by means of liquid air, scarcely any 
emission of radiation took place on passing a current, 
and a photographic plate exposed in the spectrograph 
for an hour was unaffected; yet , on allowing the pressure 
of bromine to rise so that a'bright glow was emitted 'on 
electrical excitation, air lines were prominent in the 
. resulting spectrum. 
A satisfactory tube was eventually obtained with 
the help of a mercury vapour condensation pump, backed 
by a rotatory oil pump.. Silica bulbs were fused to 
either end of the discge tube, as shçewn in fig 3 s.' 
Bromine,. previously shaken with concentrated potassium 
bromide solution, dried with concentrated sulphuric acids 
and finally distilled over phosphorus pentoxide and solio. 
otas: ium bromide, was introduced into the bulb remote' 
from the pump.. The connection between the discharge 
tube 
/ 
T V o 
tube and the pump was made by a ground silica to glass 
joint, not 1uhr cat ed.,, but made vacuum tight by sealing 
with vacuum wax. Rubber was entirely avoided. A and 
B were traps immersed in liquid air.., A containing mer- 
cury to prevent access of halogen to the pump;: B to 
prevent the diffusion of mercury vapour from the pump 
to th e small test discharge tube introduced for the 
purpose of estimating the vacuum. The bulb containing 
the bromine was immersed in liquid air and the apparatus 
evacuated until no discharge passed in the test tube. 
The tap was now closed, and the bromine allowed to 
istil backwards and forwards between the silica bulbs, 
nnection being made to the pump after each dis.t illatiion 
o remove any air dissolved in the bromine. The tube 
was sealed off at *a° containing solid bromine in the 
first tube, immersed in liquid air. At the time of 
sealing, no dlecharge would pass in the tube. The bulb 
containing th.? "oromine was immersed in alcohol at -60 °C,. 
and sealed off, so that th e pressure. the vapour in 
the tube was 3 min.. One tube was sealed off containing 
liquid bromine, so that it was possible by regulating 
the temperature, to observe the appearance of the 
discharge at different pressures.. 
Iodine: Iodine tubes were easily prepared by 
=liming a small quantity of pure iodine into the 
ILiseharge tubq, evacuating as far as possible with the 
oil pump, and completing the evacuation by attaching 
to charcoal immersed in liquid air.. No difficulty was 
experienced/ 
16c, 
experienced witn impurities, 
Effect of Impurities: This effect,; in which it 
seems that at total pressures of the order 0,I to Imii.. 
the relative number of molecules of impurity, such as 
air or carbon compounds, excited to emission is much 
o halo$ ul 
greater than the relative number molecules so behaving 
has been noted by nearly all previous workers on the 
spectra of the halogens; to avoid it, Eder and Valenta 
(Beiträge zur Photo chemie,. p..362) were compelled to 
use pressures from I to IO cul. The relative intensitilee 
of the spectral emissions of the components of a gase- 
ous mixture cïepend^ on Complicated and imperfectly known 
laws, but one of the chief determining factors will be 
trì'; relative ease with which the different constituents: 
are ionised.. In a gaseous mixture, the gas with the 
lowest ionisation potnetial_ will most readily Barry the 
current, The ionisation potentials of bromine and at 
chlorine.' are not satisfactorily known,, but they are 
practically certainly greater than those of oxygen 
or /the gaseous carbon ce4ìounds ; oxygen is ionised by 
ultraviolet light transmitted by fluorite, while chlorine 
is not appreciably ionised by this radiation:TLudlams 
Phil.Mag.. IVI) 23,7,n7,( 19 12) I. In the case of iodine,: 
whose ionisation pdtential is certainly below tho> e of 
oxygen or nitrogen (IO volts compared with I6 vols for 
oxygen/ 
The only work on th e critical potentials of 
chlorine and bromine hale been done by Hughes and Dixon 
( Phys.Rev. IO 4D 5, I9I7 ), who reportlit a critical potent- 
ial for chlorine of 6 . , volts, and for bromine at. IO 
lts. The method used does not distinguish between 
ionisation and radiating potentials, and it is certain 
that these figures are not the ionisation potentials 
'Of the substances. 
oxygen and I7 volts for nitrogen), there was no int rua-!- 
ion of igpurity lines in the spectrum, although there is 
no reason to suppose that the quantity of air present 
in the tube was absolutely any less than in the bromine 
or chlorine tubes.. 
Photography of the Spectra: A small Hilger quartz 
spectrograph was used, which gave th e region from 
800rwt.o rso. within the compass- of a quartz: plate. The 
dispersion in the visible was very small;; the region 
from 650 to 3g O/r being crushed into a length not much 
more than 2 cm. The mean dispersion between 400 and 
30O,was about 6per mm between 300 and 2504rabout 714 
per mm.4; below 250 /7.4the dispersion increases very 
rapidly as the absorption band or quartz is approached, 
being at 200/.1pnearly hyper mm. 
Ilford Special Rapid Panchromatic plates were 
employed; these Mates have a minimum of sensitiveness 
in the green, a fact which has to be borne in mind in 
considering the intensity of the photograph in this 
region. The visible spectrum was always checked by 
visual examinat ion through a 
For the purpose of measuring the plates, the 
direct vision spectroscope. 
spectra of the halogens were bracketed by metallic 
of 
spark spectra, generally f zinc or aluminium.. Above the 
snit' of the spectrograph was was placed a cover prov -- 
tided with three holes as shown, which were brought 
I 
compar ison/ 
one after the other over the slit. The 
spectrum of-Vie halogen was photographed 
through the cen tral hole, the 
pa- 
I. 
comparison spectra t"irough the others. 
The wavelengths were estimated from a large scale 
graph oítatned by plotting the wavelengths of known: 
metallic lines against their distance from a fixed 
point on the plate. For approximate determinations 
a scale of wavelengths was constructed from a photo-- - 
graph of the spark between a zinc and a cadmium elect- 
rode,. There may be an error of about IAuin the region 
between 300rì and 400rr ;: between 300 and 250/4/m measur-..- 
ments mey be relied on to less than 0.5r/, and at 200 
ptthey are probably correct t(51o4/t . Naturally, under 
these conditions of accuracy the wavelengths ar e not 
reduced to their values in vacuo.. 
Appearance of the Glow At pressures of about 
5 rare.. the glow in chlorine was bluish white and con- 
centrated, passing straight between the electrodes- and 
not filling the tube. At higher pressures the current 
passed as a spark. At about I min. the glow was a 
brilliant bluish white, completely filling the tube.. 
the 
As ;pressure was lowered, the colour changed to white, 
became feeble, and finally at pressu res of about ó0 
to % mm. disappeared.. 
The glow in bromine showed a similar behaviour. 
At a pressure of 30 mm.., the discharge passed as a 
purplish spark. With diminishing pressure, the glow 
gradually filled the tube, and remained purplish to a 
pressure of about & mmn.; it then became white, till at 
pressures/ 
'9. 
pressures below O..I rnx. it turned to bright yellow, 
The iodine glow at O..I rata. was very brilliant 
bluish white,. on lowering the pressure'lt became first 
a bright, and then a dull yellow, finally disappearing.,. 
.Although these colour changes were very pronounced 
the 
neither visual observation through;`:'.irect vision spect- 
roscope not the photographic plate showed any great 
change- in the character of the spectrgm. The eye 
appears to be such more sensitive in detecting variaw 
ions in the nett effect of a number of colours than 
in observing changes in the individual colours. 
Phosphorescence of try Tubes:: A remarkable 
feature of these discharges was tho brilliant and pere 
silent4hQsphó reseence of the quartz.. The phosphorescent 
glow was much increased on warming the tuber pottions 
thus excited to emit more intensely than surrounding 
portions lose the property more rapidly than the latter,. 
After all visible glow had ceased at the ordinaxy temp- 
erature, which usually took place in abclut half and hour 
or less, the quat'tz col4d be excited to bright phos- 
phorescence by ,warming; on one occasion, heating the 
tube five days after the passage of a discharge caused 
the glow to flash up brilliantly for a short time, and 
the effect has been observed a fortnight after a current 
was passed.. The phosphorescent glow became much less 
intense when the gas pressure in the tube was low, and 




produdtion of a visible glow in the gas.. The light, 
hick was usually brilliant green, does not appear to 
e due primarily to the quarta, bút rather to traces of. 
impurities contained in it,. for with one tube, made by 
oining two silica' bulbs obtained from the manufacturers 
t different times, the colour in the one bulb was the 
suai intense green, while in the other it was a pale 
lue. It was found that exposure of fused silica 
o radiation from the aluminium spark caused the same 
hosphorescence as in this case it cannot be due to an 
electrical effect, nor to the impinging of molecules on 
the walls, it seems most probable that the phosphores -- 
cent glow in the disOhapgetube is also brought about by 
ltraviolet radiation emitted by the gas. 
The effect was not obtained to any extent in tubes 
containing air, but hydrogen tubes gave a very intense 
J. hosphorescence. Hydrogen emits a. great number of 
strong lines at about 160/7m, an d also the Izyman series 
commencing at about I2O, the aluminium spark has 
groups of intense lines a t I86/./u for iodine, a series 
pr strong lines has been found whose first member is at 
206Nk,, followed by others in th e further ultra violet; 
for bromine and chlorine, it seems probable,from their 
relations to iodine as shown in the less refrangible 
parts of the spectrttu,that a corresponding series till 
exist in the very short ultraviolet, beyond ho region 
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.bands have been observed for oxygen between 200 and I23)/yA 
I. while nitrogen bands in this region are faint , 
yman, Spectroscopy of the Extreme Ultra- violet, p.- *dili 
so that there appears little doubt that the phosphores- 
cence is produced in the quartz. by the action of radia- 
tion of shorter wavelength than about 200/y4. Accord 
t he 
ing to !views of Lenard and Klatt [Ann.ct.Pbys1c 16, 6 
0I904 )lthe emission of phosphorescent light is prodUo! -- 
Í 
ed by the return to the phosphoreeee`nt centres of elect4- 
Yvns previously eject ed, as in the photoelectric effects,, 
by the action of the radiation; the great persistence of 
the glow at ordinary temperature may be associated it 
the high insulating power of quartz, which will cause 
the return of the electrons to be slow,, and the increase 
in brightness but less persistence at higher temperatures 
with the increase in the conductiVity of quartz with 
temperature.. 
Results: 
Chlorine': A very faint continuous emission comeIrices 
at about 48O 
/ 
and continues into the ultraviolet. In 
the reproduction, the intensity of this band is much 
greater in comparison with those in the ultraviolet 
than in the negative. At 320 v4 a strong continuous 
band begins an d attains a maximum at 307/x. It then 
diminishes in intensity rather sud enly, but continues 
towards the further ultraviolet. At 265;7the most 
characteristic band in th spectrum commences;: it rapide+- 
ly attains a maximum at 260ç7, , falls off rather sharp- - 
lY at ahöut 250/7, and then gradually decreases in 
intensity to about 230/47,4 , where the absorbtion of the 
RC1a.t i nn I 
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gelatine begins to cause a rapid decrease in the density 
of the image. These bands differ from ordinary band 
spectra in that they seam to be, as far as can be as 
eertained by the dispersion employed,, perfectly con- 
tinuous. All the chlorine spectra obtained show lines 
in the less refrangible portion;: they are chiefly 
due to air, but include lines not present in theair 
spectrum, which are presumably due to Chiorir.e... The 
chief of these are at 36,9 and 303/7 , which agree with 
the position of known chlorine lines. The quantity 
of air in the tubes was in all cases quite inadequate, 
to give rise to a glow when the halogen was frozen out 
by liquid air, but in the presence of chlorine or brorrr- 
ine certain air lines appear. The effect of halogen 
in inducing the emission of radiation by, constituents 
of air is not equally shown by all wavelengths; for 
instance, the air spectrum contains characteristic 
group of four intense lines or narrow bands at 40, 
28'i1 Fti, and 282x+, of which the two at 211 amd 282 
.persist in all chlorine and bromine spectra obtained.. 
The middle pair,, however, although the most intense 
in the spectrum of pure air, was always very feeble 
in comparison with the others in presence of halogen.. 
Bromine: A faint continuous band begins sharply 
at 4210µ/. A strong band, which appears to correspond 
to the chlorine band at 320/7A, occurs at 379/7u, and 
a weaker/ 
2 . 
weaker at IO/7A.. At 2V wubegins thecontinuous band, 
which,; from its brightness and the sharpness of its 
rise, appears to corregpond to the chlorine band at 
265f71A ;. the maximum is at 288/p after which it grad- 
ually decreases in intensity.. The lines again, are 
chiefly due to air. 
Ion:: WhII3e this work was in progress, a comm- 
unication on the spectrum of iodine appeared from 
Gerlach and Grommann [zsr.Pnysiiciii23 , (I(t23) J 
their results are confirmed,, and in addition a new 
line spectrum has been observed in the limit of the 
region Wn ich can be examined without the use of a 
vacuum spectrograph.. In therer yellow -green region 
occurs the well known band spectrum with a sharp 
violet limit at 5I0/74 yhe dispersion does not per- 
mit theresßlution of the individual bands. Between 
the limit of this band and 480 u/A is a region in which 
the plate is only slightly affected;. this is crossed 
by a number of lines characteristic of iodine, partie- 
ilarly by a pair in the blue at about 410/ . The 
photographic plate has a minimum of sensitivity in 
this region, but that there was an actual objective 
diminution in the intensity of the light emitted in 
this region by the iodine was shown by visual examin- 
ation or tine bpee ru ,« A. continuous band begins at 
4.80 /rand rapidly attains a maximum; anther strong 
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maxim, of regularly decreasing intensity and distance 
apart. At 345,u.µ the band begins which corresponds to 
the second continuous band of chlorine and bromine. 
This is continuous, and has a maximum at 342, beyond 
which it rapidlt falls off in intensity, although 
blackening is visible an the negative to nearly 2O0µ.. 
There is a faint group of bands, apparently of the ord- 
inary band type with separate lines, degraded towards 
the ultra tiolet, at about 27Q// ;s and other groups are 
present at 248: and 237/70- . These latter groups are n t 
well shown either in the negative or inthe reproduc;ti ., 
It is not immediately-obvious which of the:.conti 
which, 
uous bands ,:iodine emits at 480 ,4rand at 430/wM corresponds. 
to the first strong band of bromine and chlorine, but 
the graph showing the relation between the long wave 
limits of the continuous bands and the atomic_ number 
of the radiator appears to answer the quest ion.. Fig. 
5 shu s this relation.. The 268 4band of chlorine' 
the 295v,Ú band of bromine, and the 3454A,u band of iodine 
lie on one smooth curve , while the 32/ chlorine 
band., the 370tyu bromine band, and the 430/4/44 iodine b 
lie Om another, not quite parallel to the first. The 
480Ç/band of iodine is off the curve, and it appears 
that the 430/,4 band of this element corresponds to th 
first strong band or the other halogens.. 
This curve shows the essential similarity between the 
spectra of the three elements.. 
Besides/ 
F. b. 
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Fou-r It.nts) of Wa \10l;n4ths 1.0(,1) 187Jr, Ir 5 tint( It'3S// are 
shown. èè // 
This photograph was taken on the fastest plate 
obtainable (Imperial Eclipse Speeá..No.660 H & D) which 
was coated with a thin layer of,paraffin oil just be- 
fore exposure.. The faintness of the lines im an 
ordinary plate is largely due t:o: the absorption of the 
gelatine or t he plate. paraffin oil also absorbs, 
but it re -Omits the light as ,fluorescence radiation 
of larger wavelengths, not absorbed by the gelatine. 
In this way the absorptive action of the gelatine is 
evaded° 
2Z. 
Besides showing these features in common with the other 
halogens, the spectrum of iodine contains a number of 
special features. Between 326 and 273// a number of 
narrow bands appear, which seem to belong to a definite 
system. The first group contains several an commen- 
axing on the red side at 326r then follow four pairs - 
at regularly decreasing distances, the separation be*- 
tween the members of each pair being about 2/,/, . This 
system is most prominent when very low currents are 
passed through the tube, as is shown in fig. 6 ,which 
was photographed when the spectrum was excited by a 
current induced in the Tesla coil by the high tension 
transformer not directly connected to the coil. These 
narrow bands appear to be identical with a group des- 
cribed by McLennan in the ultraviolet fluorescence 
spectrum of iodine vapour excited by the radiation of 
a quartz mercury lamp EProciRoy.Soc. 88 A, p.2t] and 
hence are almost certainly emitted by the molecule.. 
The group of bands just described is followed by a 
number of broader, hazy bands. 
At 206.I/4/A the iodine spe ct rJ. í. contains a very 
sharp line, whose position is given accurately by the 
ainc line at 206.2/7. ; three other fainter lines can 
be detected still further in the ultraviolet; their 
wavelengths, found with reverence to the lines of the 
ffrc. .1 
aluminium spark, are I87.4, I84..8, and 183.,8// .These 
lines must b,? intr.naically of very considerable 
intensity/ 
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intensity, sine both the gelatine in the photographic 
plate and the Quartz tubes absorb lacgly in this region; 
moreover the oxygen of the air begins to absorb strongly 
at about 185/7.4. These lines are perfectly sharp, an d 
therefore must originate in the atom.. The iodìñe used 
was carefully resublimed so that it could have c_ontairr 
ed no metallic. impurityZ the most likely impurity would 
be some of the other halogens, but since these give no 
such line, they are not responsible for the emission 
in iodine. The line likewise cannot belong to silicon 
excited to emission by the passage of the current 
through a volatile halogen,since there would have been 
at least as rauch probability of th e formation of such 
a compound when the tube contained bromine or chlorine. 
The only possible conclusion is that the line spectrum 
is due to the iodine atom. The ionisation potential 
of this atom is given as about. 8 volts [Smythe and 
Cornpton,phys..Rev.. I6,50I,IrOj corresponding to a 
wavelength of about I50 /A/1 which will be the short 
wave limit of a line series, and it is probable that 
the 206/7 line is the first member of this series. It 
the 
will therefore be/resonance line of the iodine atom, 
produced by the removal of an electron from the' norr al 
of 
orbit to the next /greater energy and its return to the 
first orbit, and will correspond to the D lines of sod- 
hum, of the mercury lines at 254/4/ d I85í/ 
The band spectra of the halogens described here 
appear 
as 
appear to,be the same spectra. excited by the action of 
active nitrogen on these elementsl:Strutt and Fowler,. 
proc..Roy.Soc. 86 A, I08,; i :Ii 
--1 
These authors reported 
that the passage of active nitrogen produced in a dis- 
charge tube over the halogens generated, the emission of 
band spectra by these elements. For lodine;:the 
strongest bands commenced at 343r/+ and at 477/"u ; these 
obviously correspond to,the iodine bards at 345 and 480/74 
The iodine line at 206ÌMalso appears to .have been 
excited in this way, though their estimate of the wave- 
length, 207.5 /At is somewhat different from that given 
here. For bromine and chlorine, only the second band 
was reported, at 273 and 260riArespective3y, compared 
with the values 275 and 265mfound here. There is 
probably no real discrepancy between the wavelengths is 
reported for the. bands by Strutt and Fowler and those 
given here, as these authors probably measured the 
position of maximum intensity, while the values given 
here refer tothe long wavelength limits of the bands. 
Attempts were made to excite the iodine line at 
206iyin other ways than by the passage of a current 
through iodine vapour at low pressure. The line was 
observed faintly in the spectrum of the light emitted 
when a spark was passed in air between mbtallic tem.. 
inals in which holes had been drilled and filled with 
iodine.. No iodine bands appear in these circureyances.. 
The line also appears when an electric discharge is 
passed through the vapour of mere uric iodide at ordin- 
ary/ 
Fl G. g . 
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ordinary temperature in a vacuum tube ( fig. g ); but 
two hour's exposure t® the oxy -coal gas flame coloured 
with potassium ion ide , and nine hours to the bunsen 
flame containing potassium iodide failed to show th e 
line;. nor has it been observed in the spectrum emitted 
by a fame containing iodine nor by iodide vapour at 
law pressure up to M00 mm.- contained in a quartz tube 
heated to bright redness.. 
Comparison between the ultraviolet emission aid 
absor tion s ectra of the halo ens: 
A comparison of emission and absorption spectra 
affords one of the means whereby conclusions maybe 
reached as to the manner in which the spectra originate'.. 
The absorption spectrum of a substance, as ordinarily 
observe., is a result of processes affecting it in its 
normal condition;- if then an emission spectrum prove 
identical with are absorpti.n spectrum the conclusion 
may be drawn that it is due to the. strbstan.ce in the 
form which is normal under the particular conditions 
in which the absorption spectrum was observed. Mary 
emission spectra, however,, do not coincide with absorp- 
ion spectra as ordinarily observed; the Balmer series 
for hydrogen, for instance, has no counterpart in the 
absorption spectrums of ordinary hydrogen.. The absorp- 
ion spectrum of hydrogen gas is a process affecting 
diatonic molecules; but the Balmer series is emitted. 
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ordinary temperature in a vacuum tube ( fig. g ); but 
two hour's exposure t® the oxy -coal gas flame coloured 
with potassium ion ide , and nine hours to tila bunsen 
flame containing potassium, iodide failed to show th e 
line;* nor has it been observed in the spectrum emitted 
by a flame containing iodine or by iodide vapour at 
low pressure up to MOO contained in a quartz tube 
heated to bright redness.. 
Comparison betweén the ultraviolet emission 
abso r t ion spectra of the halo ens : 
A comparison of emission and absorption spectra 
affords one of the means whereby conclusions maybe 
reached as to the manner in which the spectra originate. 
The absorption spectrum of a substance, as ordinarily 
Observed, is a result of processes affecting it in its 
normal condition; if then an emission spectrum proves 
identical with an absorption spectrum the conclusion 
may be drawn that it is due to the substance !in the 
form which is normal under the particular conditions 
in which the absorption spectrum was observed. Many 
emission spectra, however,, do not coincide with absorp -- 
Sion spectra as ordinarily observed; the Balmer series . 
for hydrogen, for instance, has no counterpart in the 
absorption spectrum of ordinary hydrogen. The absorp -- 
ion spectrum of hydrogen gas is a process affecting 
diatomic molecules;. but the Balmer series is emitted . 
by hydrogen which is T to abnormal.. In the first 
place] 
29.. 
place, the radiating entities are atoms, and not mole- - 
c-ules; and in the second, they are abnormal atoms, in 
the sense that the emission is brought about by the 
return of an electron to an orbit of. total quantum 
number 2 and not I, in which the electron vibrates in 
the normal atom. In such cases no relation will exist 
bet weer the ordinary absorption spectrum and the eraiss -- 
ion spectrum; the Palmer lines are ohtained as an 
absorption series only by use of hydrogen excited by 
the passage of an electrical discharge, DHulbert,Phys... 
Rev. 23,; 593,( 1924 )]aid their occurrence as absorp- 
tion lines in stellar spectra indicates that hydrogen 
in what is 
is present in the stars /from a terrestrial point of 
Views, an ab normal condition. It is,in fact, owing to 
the fortunate cmrcumstances that in the case of the 
vapours of the alkali metals, the most "readily observ- 
ed emission spectrum originates in the normal atom, that 
it was possible to formulate the relatidn between ab-- -- 
sorption and emission, which gave the key to the e- 
planation of the Prauroríer Linos. In many other 
substances it is well known that coincidence between 
absorption and emission spectra fails, Ind in such 
cases one can assume that the emission originates in 
centres which in some way have been disturbed from 
their normal condition. 
The following tglatt c.ortt.ains details of the 
absorption/ 
30. 
absorftion bands noted by different observers 
and the long wave limits of the chief emission bands 
observed in these experiments. 
Table I. 
Halogen Absorption Emission Absorption Ndission 
EXtswr : Mcm- 
Iodine 550 -430 X470 480 ,430 360- beycnd220 343 
Bromine 530 -340 ,420 370 280- I, 216 
Chlorine 4I0 --270 1338 320 None in phis 
region 
266 
There is no relation between the forma of the 
emission and the absorption ban ds. The emission 
bands are characterised by relatively sharp edges on 
the long wave side. while thr: absorrtitantlatids are 
note& well marked on either side. In every case the 
head of the first continuous band is contained in a. 
region in which the halogen absorbs under normal 
circumstances, but too little is known about the 
quantitative rlattre of the absorption bands to warrant 
any conclusion q ncerning the origin of the emissiorn 
band on this ground alone. The case is very different 
from¡ 
* Living and Dewar, Proc .Roy.Inst,I0,245,I883,vìsible 
and u.v.sp.of Cl,Br.I. 
Mrs Laird, Astrcp.J.I4,85,I10I;-visible absorption of 
Cl,arli var.witji pressure. 
Evans,Astrop.J. 32,21,I IO;: absorption or Br & I 
ands variation with temperature, 
Debbie &fox.Proc.Roy.Soc. abSOtttion 
or halogens, and var.witii temp. 
St.Landeau- Lieïi: `ck1,PL4.14..,4406.44.,65I, I 22;. absorption 
ofI and vari.dticn with temp. 
Coehn & Stuckhardt,Z.plyys.0neri.II173 I (tI6,u.v.absorption 
of halogens and their hydrides. 
Rebaud;Ann.de Phys.I I35,I..photome tric study of 
absorption or' Cl and Br. 
v.Halban & Siedentopf ; Z.pnys. Chem. I03, 7I, IT23; 
quantitative absorption of chlorine. 
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from that of the red -yellow -green baadtD1 iodine, which 
is reproduced in nearly all its details both in ei,r 
iision and ab sorption spectra, so that there is no 
out that they originate from the same vibrating 
system, which must be the normal molecule; but for the 
first continuous ultraviolet band, although there is, to 
some extent idalaxÿty in position of the emission and 
absorption spectra, it cannot be said that the forms in 
any way resemble one another. 
The second continuous emission band of the three 
halogens takes place definitely in a region where them 
1s practically no absorption of the normal vapour,, ánc 
therefore is evidently not conected with any process 
II 
occuring in the normal molecules 
Absorption of the Iodine Line 205.44:- 
If the line 441 observed in iodine at 206.y is 
the first member of the principal series, it ought to 
be absorbed by iodine atoms, since the first member of 
the primary absorption series is due to an electron 
suffering a quantum jump from the orbit of lowest 
energy to the first orbit of higher energy permitted by 
the selection principle of $ubinowicz and Bohr. A 
Preliminary experiment had shown that the iodine line 
from an iodine ube at 2Oe was considerably weakened when the lightwas 
Passed through a column of iodine vapour at about *cm. 
Pressure heated in a hot bunsen flame, but not when the 
light was passed through the same column containing the 
same amount of vapour heated to 65°, the temperature 
required to maintain the vapour pressure of iodine at 
about/ 
:2. 
about 2 cm. This indicates that thef iodine atoms pro- 
duced at the high temperature absorb the line at 206 
Just then, the question was settled more conclusively 
bu 374chtbauer, Waibel and liolrr,. D. fur. Physik,27 ,367, Ir241 
ho obtained a sharp absorption line in iodine at 1'00 °C át 
wavelength 2067 ,using a. powerful zinc spark as source. 
This confirms the original conclusion that the line is 
the :first in the principal series or the iodine atom; 
it appears to be analec,olos., to the sodium doublet at 589/7 
or the mercury line at 254r7which occur both as 
emission and absorption lines. 
Discussion of the Spectra: 
Note on Conversion Po rmulae : In the subsequent 
discussions it will often be ,necessary to express energy 
interros of' the corresponding wavelengths as determined 
by_the quantum theory, an d. of the voltage through whi 
an electron has dropped. The following conversion 
formulae were employed in the calculations. 
I, To express wavelengths in terms of calories per 
gm. rrol. 
Each molecule absorbs a quanturrr gv , so that the energy 
absorbed by a gré,. mol, is 
E = N -v , E is in ergs. N is Avogadro'sN 
If E is measured. in kilogram- calories( Cals. ) and the 
wavelength > info., we have 
I000 J E = "" r 
I o 
Mere i _ Jouie Ps equivalent 
T?_ Avogadro 's Number, 
h Planck's constant v. velocity of light 
The factor IO' arises since 
Hence 
, 4.18% IO "ergs per calo 
6.0627'I0z3 
6.55 % IO`2 
3 % IOj°cnm.per sec. 
I cm. = 10274 





(2) To ex ress welts ìn terms of wavelengths: The 
energy of an electron which has fallen through a pot- 
ential difference V electrostatic units is eV ergs, e 
being the electronic charge. If on collision with an 
atom, this electron parts with its energy, thereby 
effecting a change' in the atom which can '3ust be 
brought about by the absorption of a quantum of radiat 
of frequencyv ,then e V- hv. 
If. V is in volts , an k in/7, then since I volt = v d .e.s.u,., 
V (in volts) = h x v 
e: x )` (n yu/u : X Ie I0 
on 
- ,o 
e 4.774xI0 e.s.u. and V is again the velocity 
of light, so that, 
V (in volts) _ /233 
(a) To express Kil.cals.per gm.molecule as volts per 
molecule. 
N effective electronic collisions will be required 
reauired to produce a change in I gra.mol.. so that the energy is 
N e V ergs where e and V ar e in electrostatic units. 
N e V xI08 Kil.Cal. where V is in volts - I000J v . 
E ( in Kil.cals..) = 230I x V (in volts 
The characteristic features of the spectra of the 
halogens observed in this work ar e the bands, which 
are continuous as far as can be se_an wit h the dittpersr- 
i 
ion employed. This was small, but use may be made of 
the results of Steubing [Ann.d.PhYs11c164161I92I] wh 
a4., 
found that the iodine band at 480/0//appeared continuous 
even at dispersions which completely resolved the 
very narrow band spectrum in the red- yeilow-green 
region; and on Ilimw ',.n71.1ogy it may be concluded that the 
bardsof the other halogens are continuous. A basis on 
which an interpretation of these halogen bands may be 
attempted may therefore be found in a consideration of 
the kinds of continuous spectra which met, have been 
observed. 
Continuous absorption spectra are known commenc ,- 
ing at the short wave limit of the principal series 
of the alkali metals, and continuous emission and ab- 
sorption bands appear in the spectrum of hydrogen ,fit-, 
the limit of the Balmer series . [Star1c1Ann.Mk. 
521255,1917i The elementary theory of these bands 
has been given by Bohr. in the quantum theory of spect a, 
the last line of a series is emitted by the return of_ 
an electron, which has just been completely removed 
from an atom, to the positive residue. This line is 
indistinguishable from the continuous spectrum which 
begins at the limit, and therefore this spectrum must 
be produced by the return of an originally free elect- 
ron to an originally ionised atom. The emission of 
frequency equal to that of the limit of the principal 
series occurs when an electron with vanishingly small 
kinec energy is captured by the positive ion; if 
the entering electron has a finite kinetic energy,this 
excess/ 
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excess will be emitted in addition, and as the motion 
of free electrons appears to be subject to no restrict- 
ions such as quantum dynamics imposes on that of the 
electrons pound in atoms, all values of the kinetic 
energy will be possible, and the spectrum will be 
continuous. 
Franck [Z.r.1hysik151428I'72Ij and 7ajan.s[Verh. 
d.deut.Phys.Ges 02I,7I4,1/21]have ej:teztded this notion 
to the union of an electron witii a neutral electroneg- 
ative atom. That such a reaction is possible in the 
case of the halogens is indicated by their general 
chemical properties, and by the calculationq,, such as 
they are, of theoretical physicists on the stability 
of atoms; T. T.Thomson, for example, finds that a 
positive charge of 7 units can maintain 8 electrons 
in equilibrium if they are arranged in three dimensions. 
The Electron in Chemistry,p.77.Franck predicted that 
the union of an electron with a neutral electronegative 
atom would give rise to a spectrum, whose long wave 
limit would correspond to the entrance into the atom 
of an electron with vanishingly small ki.etic energy; 
the energy in the quantum thus emitted. is equal to the 
difr'erence in energy between the system neutral atom 
+ free electron and the negative ion, and is a measure 
of the affinity of the atom for an electron. The 
entrance of an electron with a definite kinetic energy 
will be accompanied, assuming that none of the energy 
of/ 
36.. 
of the electron appears as additional kinetic energy 
of the negative ion, by 'the emission as radiation of 
energy equal to the electron affinity +- the kinetic 
energy, and the spectrum will, as before, be continuous. 
vnen Franck imaie this prediction, the only halogen which 
was known to have a continuous band rese.,:bling that 
required was iodine, for which Steubing (loc.cit. ) 
in an investigä,tion of th e visible spectrum had obser- 
ved the band at 480/2a, and Franck suggested that Erhis 
might be the electron affinity spectrum of iodine. 
The matter can be decided only if some independent 
mariner of determining the electron affinity exists; 
such a method is provided by Born's theory of the 
crystal lattice Born; Verh .d.rï.eut.Phys.Ges.2I,I3,67g; 
74 jans,ibi!i,pp.53y.7I4 1, On the assumption that the ions 
of the crystal of a salt are maintained in positions 
of equilibrium under the action of twp tomes, (I) the 
ordinary electrostatic attraction between oppositely 
charged ions,varying inversely as the square of the 
distance apart, (2) a repulsive force between opposite- 
ly charged ions, varying air; the ,ip .verse<:nth power of 
the distance, where n ie a urger number, (I0 for 
alkali halides) which can be calculated from the 
compressibility of the crystal, Born deduces an express- 
ion for U, the energy required to dissociate one glu, 
mold; of crystal into free gaseous ions; 
V Na n -2 = Na ;n -2 




were N Avogadro is Timber, a= I3.75 e(e = electronic 
charge ) and d = the lattice constant. The quantity U 
may be called the lattice energy. 
On the basis of Born's theory, the electron affinity 
of a halogen atom can be calculated thus: 
6tartii from positive potassium gaseous ions, and 
negative chlorine atomic ions, solid potassium chloride 
can be attained in two ways. 
(I ) The two ions may unite to f orxr, crystalline sal 
whereby an amount of energy U is evilved. 
(2) a. The potassium ion mgy gain an electron, 
forming a neutral gaseous atom, whereby I the energy 
required to ionise one gm. atom of potassium vapour, i 
volved; IKcan be calculated from the ionisation poten - 
ial, or, very accuzately, from the limit of the princ -- 
ipal series of the spectrum.. 
b. The negative chlorine ion may lose an 
electron, forming a neutral chlorine atom, whereby an 
amount of energy E ci is absrbed, where ;lie. the electron 
affinity of the chlorine atom. 
c. The gaseous potassium may be condensed to 
solid, whereby LK,thC latent heat of sublimation of 
potassium (heat of fusion +-heat of vp.w,risation) is 
evolved. 
d. The chlorine atom may enter the molecular 
formwhereby D,half the heat ofdissociation of I gm. 
mol, of chlorine gas is evolved. 
and 
e. The solid potassium --ef /the molecular chlorine 
Y unite to form crystalline potassium ch loride. 
Whe rebyç/ 
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whereby Q,, the 'neat of formation of I gin. 'nol. of solid 
salt from its elements is evolved. 
Equating the heat terms in the two rocesses, we 
have 
U = Q,A-IK*I,K*D, Ee 
The values of all these factors can be obtained except 
that of E01, which can thus be calculated. 
Table II contains the long wave limits of the con - 
inuous bands observed, and the corresponding energies 
in kilogramme calories, and also give* the value of the 
lectron affinities. The latter values are from 
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It is seen that the second bandi associated with an 
energy agreeing within 5% for Br and I and about IO;ro 
for Cl with thé calculated values of the electron 
affinity. Since the data required in the calculation, 
especially the heats of dissociation of the halogens, 
are for the most part imperfectly known, the agreement 
is ais close as could be expected. Now the form of these 
ands /exactly that to be expected in an electron affinity 
spectrum/ 
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spectrum; so that the position is that the ppectrum or 4q e h of. 
the halogens, centainsi:, a band agreeing in aTo'rn , and a 
well in position as the accuracy of the data warrant, 
with the predicted, electron affinity spectrum, and the 
most reasonable conclusion is that these bands represe t 
the electron: affiillty spectrum. Gerlach and .Gromai 
irve#tigated photometrically the two iódine bands 
at 345 and 480µ/uanyinding that with increasing temp- 
erature the intensity of the former band increased whi 
that of the other dIninished and was replaced by a lin 
spectrum, concluded that t're an of shotter wavelengt 
originated in the atom and the other in the molecule; 
and they regard the 345pÎband as the electron affinity 
spectrum of the iodine atour. On analogy, the 2nd, band 
or the other two-halogens will be the affinity spect- 
rum, and the agreement with the calculated value is 
maintained in these cases also Support is lent to to 
ïigures indicated by the spectra as the values of the' 
electron. affinity by fonte and Moiler's determination 
of the ionisation potential of hydrogen chloride U,X. 
Alner.Chem.Soc. 42, 1832,1720] Trom the lattice theory, 
they calculate the ionisation potential of HC1 to be 
23.7 volts, while the observed value is I4 volts. The 
electron affinity of chlorine is calculated to be 4.8 
volts or III Cal., which agrees with the value I07.5 
Cal. indicated by the second continuous band. 
With repeat to the first band, little that is 
positive can be said. It does not agree with the pos- 
ition to be expected if recombination of neutral atoms 
were / 
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were the cause of the emission; the heats of dissoc- 
iation of the halogens are about 60 Cal.., 46 Cal.-.,and 
35 Cal., for chlorine, bromine and iodine respect1 e:ly. 
Nor are they due to the reception of alto electron 
by a positive halogen molecular ion, since the ion- 
isation potentials indicate that such emissions would 
occur: °far in the ultraviolet , beyond the region exain- 
in.ed. Again, the energy evalved in the reaction 
X + )C,- )c , which appears possible under the conci.- 
itions of the discharge tube , óán be calculated, in 
the case of iodine, where suficiant data are available 
and does not approximate to that associated with. the 
first bard. To calculate the energy change in this 
reaction, we proceed thus. An iodine atom may be ion- 
iced; the energy required, calculated from the ionisatI - 
1Qn potential of the atop,_ 8, volt,, isr;,185 Gal. per gïtì. 
atom. The electron re oved from the atom may now attach 
itself to a neutral iodine atom, with the formation of 
a negative atom ion; 82 Cal.,, are thus emitted (the 
electron affinity) The positive and negative atom ions: 
may now unite to form a neutral Li molecule evolving 
the energy x required to be found. The molecule may 
also be formed directly from neutral atoms, when 34.5 
Cal is evolved and as the same end product has resulted 
from the sake initial substances in both cases, the 
energy changes must be equal and x can be calculated. 




length is nearly 20o«µ. There seems to be /certain 
mount of evidence that even a halogen molecule may 
combine with an electron to form a stable negative 
molecular ion, and it possible that the first band 
represents the electron affinity of the halogen mol- 
ecule;. but the data ar e wanting by which this guess 
could be substantiated,. 
Excitation of Halogen Spectra by Electronic Collision. 
Since an electron affinity spectrums, if it, existed 
might well be a feature of any radiation produced in 
chemical reaction, it seemed important to endeavour 
to obtain as direct evidence as possible on the quest- 
ion, and the following experiments were carried out 
with this ob ject e The spectrun did not show the 
behaviour anticipated on the assumption that it was 
an electron affinity emission, but in the experiments 
the spectrum of iodine was produced by a method which 
bEEn 
had apparently not previously applied to an electro- 
n 
negative element. It was expected that if the bands 
are electron affinity spectra, they should be excited 
by the collision of the slow moving electrons and even 
with/ 
Low VOLTAGE MERCURY ARG. 
Low VOLTAGE IODINE I\Rc 
KatUTal Siz. 
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with electrons possessing vanishingly small velocity 
with halogen atoms. Moreover, the long wave limit 
ought to be displaced towards the ultraviolet with 
increasing velocity of the colliding electron, just as 
in tine X ray region, the limit of the continuous spect- 
rum is displaced towards the short wave region with 
increasing voltage. The bands were produced by slow 
electrons, but the other predictions were not fulfilled. 
An experiment was first performed in which iodine 
was contained in an evacuated tube through which was 
sealed a platinum wire:. The wire was raised to a 
white heat by the passage of a current, and the slit 
of the spectrograph directed just to the side of the 
wire. The high temperature would dissociate a consid- 
erable number of the iodine molecules in the neighbour- 
hood of the wire, which would be emitting electrons 
of low velocity, so that the electron affinity spect- 
rum, if it existed, might be expected. No iodine em- 
ission was recorded on the plate after half an hour's 
exposure. 
It was then determined to repeat the experiment 
with accelerated electrons by tese method introduced 
by Franck and Hertz and used in the elucidation of the - 
spectra of metallic vapours and or the inert gases. 
Electrons are emitted by a heated filament and are 
accelerated towards an anode at a definite voltage with 
respect to the filament. The anodic voltage required 
to cause the appearance of the various features of the, 
Spectrum/ 
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spectrum can be determined, and the energy possessed 
by the colliding electron as the result of the fall 
through the potential difference between filament 
and anode compar ed with the energy in the quantum 
emitted by the gas. 
A trial was first made with mercury, in the 
apparatus shown in fig. q The tungsten filament 
F was brought to a white heat by the passage of 4 to 
5 amps. from the I00 volt direct current citcuit. 
strip 
The anode A was a platiÀum -gh 1 c,n x Icm;- the_::anociic 
voltage was applied from a "high tension" battery such 
as tirüsed in wireless, whose negative pole was conn- 
ected to the negative end of the filament. A mille- - 
am;leter was included in the anode circuit, and a volt - 
meter connected between the anode and the negative end 
of the filament. A globule of mercury was placed in 
the bulb, the apparatus evacuated to-0.004. mm. 1, and the 
mercury gently warmed by the hot gases from a small 
Bunsen flame. The spectrum or the region between the 
filament and anode was photographed through a quartz 
window. In the experiment, the anode was at 30 volts 
with respect to the negative end of the filament, and 
a very rich arc spectrum of mercury was produced with 
8 minutes exposure. (dig, N. ). With mercury,, üio 
electron currents of 0.1 amp.. could readily be obtain- 
ed. 
-hg ¡O. 
The form of apparatus used with iodine, was sub- 
stantially the same. The fi,laxent was of tungsten 
,+vice f 
x4.. 
wire, and the anode of platinum foil 2.5 cm. 
K I cm. 
the supporting leads were iron. The experiments were 
performed with iodine vapour at 0.13 mm. It was soon 
found that it was much more difficult to pass a curr- 
ent between the filament and anode in the presence of 
iodine than it was for mercury; while, for mercury 
electron currents or 0.1 amp. passed, the greatest 
current observed in the presence of iodine was IO-# amp . 
This was for an anodic potential of 60 volts; for lower 
potentials the electron current was much smaller, and 
was indicated only by a sensitive moving coil gaivomet --- 
er, one division of which corresponded to TO -ramps 
NE 
In the presence of iodine the filament rapidly dis- 
TE. P qcE Ct 
intergrated, and had to be rePaiced after about an 
hour. 
Fig.1 2 shows the results obtained. 
(a) I hours exposure for an anodic potential of 60 
volts,, is identical with the spectra obtained by the 
Tesla discharge. The two sets of band spectra appear, 
along with the sharp line at z06.1,44/14. The general 
continuous ground of the secuna uainu spectrum is weak- 
er than that obtained in the Tesla spectrum, and the 
bandsl-,cross it are comparatively more prominent, as 
with small currents in the Tesla discharge. 
(b) I hour's exposure at 51 volts is identical with 
(a). 
(c-) I hour's exposure at 36 volts; position of bands 
identical with those in(a) and (b ). 
&> hour's exposure at I2 volts showed a faint indication 
or/ For an anodic potential of 6I2 volts, the gverage 
electron current was 'about IO amps. 
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(a) I hours exposure for an anodic potential of 60 
volts,, is identical with the spectra obtained by the 
Tesla discharge. The two sets of band spectra appear, 
along with the sharp line at 06..I ut . The general 
continuous ground of the secona cams spectrum is weak- 
er than that obtained in the Tesla spectrum, and the 
bandslacross it are comparatively more prominent, as 
With small currents in the Tesla discharge. 
(b) i hour's exposure at 51 volts is identical with 
(a). 
(a -) I hour's exposure at 36 volts; position of bands 
.Qentical with those in(a) and (b). 
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electron current was about IO amps. 
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of the head of the band at 345/u, and a very faint 
trace of the line at, 206..I/,y4. 
The results show, first that it is very difficult 
to produce the bands at anodic_ potentials of I2 volts; - 
and secondly, that the position of themaximurn is in- 
dependent of the voltage, facts that are difficult to 
explain can the simple theory of electron affinity 
spectra. Since perfativAng the experiments, however, I 
have found that Stark EAnn.d.Physik.52,253, I9I71 who 
investigated the continuous spectrum of hydrogen be- 
ginning at the limit of the Balmer series, likewise 
was unable to notice any displacement of the maximum 
with increasing velocity of the positive rays by which 
the hydrogen was borribarded. The forre of this band is 
identical with that of the continuous bands observed in 
the halogen, an d as there is no doub that the theory 
of the hydrogen band accounts for the position and 
character, apart from the distribution of intensity,, in 
a very satiffactory manner, the results of t he exper- 
iments on the action of the slow electrons on the hal- 
ogens cannot be said to invalidate the conception that 
the halogen bands originate is :'a4 process anologous 
to that giving rise to the hydrogen band, and represent 
the electron aft inity spectrum. In fact , it appearh. 
that all questions of intensity dsitributUn in con- 
tinuous spectra both in the X ray and. in the ultra- 
Violet and visible regions have so far resisted all 
attempts at a theoretical explanation. [See Sommerfeld, 
Atomic Structure ani. Spectral Lines (English Trans ) 
PP.I7g145Ie 
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THY, IONISATION OF IODINE VAPOUR BY ULTRA VIOLET 
LIGHT: 
The investigation of the action of short wave 
length ultraviolet light on iodine vapour 
was suggested 
by the discovery of the iodine line series beginning 
at 20 5 f., . 
There is a close similarity between the effect of. 
radiation and of electron impact an atoms. The val- 
ency electron of the sodium atom can be raised from its 
normal orbit, Is, to the next orbit ,2p, either on colli 
ision with an electron who l kinetic energy is equal t 
the energy required to eft ect the change, or by the 
absorption of radiation wnoae quantum is gust suff.iaie 
Similarly, ionisation cen be efrected by an electron 
whose kinetic energy is sufficient to raise the val- 
ency electron from the nromal orbit to a position 
where it is beyond the influence of the positive residue,, 
the necessary energy being equal to the quantum em ittec 
when a free electron returns to the positive ion with 
the emission of the limiting wavelength of the princ- 
ipal series. Conversely, it is be expected that 
exposure Oß. the vapour to radiation of wavelength. 
equal to or shorter than that of the series limit will 
cause ionisation of the n- ateau. ) 
NOTE, Por ionisatior7 ,but hot for resonance, a 
"617adiation greater than that required to cause the 
change will be effective; to produce rescnance,i.e. he 
raisin; of an electron from one stationary state to an 
other within the atom, the quantum must be exactly equ.1 
to the energy difference between the two states. In t4e 
former case, any surplus energy of the quantum can go 
to increase the kinetic energy of the emitted electron 
while, since it appears to be i :ipossible to increase 
the kinetic energy of an atom directly by the absor 
tion of radiation, there is no corresponding reservoir 
for surplus energy in the prodcution of resonance.. 
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Ionisation of air and of other gases by short 
wavelength ultraviolet light has been observed \Lenarcï 
& Rarrisauer ; Sitz.c1..heidelberg.A1rad.d.` 18S. I ICS -II;- 
7. 7..Thomson,Proc.Carrb.Phil.Sac. XIV,4I71907 );Hughes 
ibift,XV,48a ( I9IOAwhile mor0 recently the equival- 
ence of the minimum quantum of radiation required to 
cause ionisation to the energy emitted when a free 
electron falls into a positive ion seems to have teen 
indicated by the observation that light of wavelength 
shorter than the limit of the principal series can 
cause ionisation of caesium, vapour, light of longer 
wavelength being quite ineffective, L Williams & Kita . 
P"rys. Rev. 15,550 (1920 ). 
None of the halogens had been caused to lose electrons 
unaer the influence of light. .._Ludlam. [13hilJag. [1 1, 3, 
7571( 1912 )1 showed that no ionisation was produced in 
chlorine by any of the ultraviolet light which passes 
through fluorite, the substance most transparent to 
these radiations. The ionisation of iodine vapour 
by light had been searched for with negative results 
by several investigators. [Henry,Proc.Camb.Phil Soc. 
Ix)3I91 (I898 ) ; uhidd ington, ibid,XV, I89, (IQIO ).1 These, 
workers, however,, used arrangements in which the lightl 
haft to pass through quartz and. glass, and considerable 
lengths of air, so there could have been no very short 
wavelength ultraviolet radiation acting on the iodine. 
A_considerat,on_ of the ultraviolet line spectrum of 
iodine shows that the light teed by these investigators 
was of too low frequency. The ionisation potnetial oT 
the iodine/ 
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iodine atom has been found to be 8 volts; [srnytile and 
Compton, Phys.Rev. I6,50I,192 n 1 ; the corresponding 
wavelength, I50 µr , will be the limit of a line series; 
and that a series did exist in this region was shown 
by the discovery of the line at 206 / /and those of 
shorter wavelength. Ionisation of the iodine atom is 
therefore to be expected by light of wavelength 
shorter than I50/7 -. It would, howeverri be exceedingly 
difficult to test the ionisation of iodine by light at 
temperatures high enough to cause any considerable 
dissociation to atoms, owing to the spurious eitects 
of thermal ionisation of the metallic parts of the 
apparatus, and especially since iodine vapour itself 
has been round to conduct at high temperatures; but 
ionisation of the molecule might take place if the 
energy of thenquantum were sufficient 4irstto cause 
dissociation to atoms, and. then to ionise one atom. 
The energy of dissociation of iodine molecules corres- 
ponds to I.4 volts, so that the ionisation potential 
of the molecule would be 8 + I.413= 9.6 Volt av 
Actually, an ionisation potential has. been.._tould in 
iodine vapour at this value _[Smythe and Compton, Phys. 
Rev. 161 50I, 19 20, give 9.4 v; Mohler and Foote, 
1ó1(1,15, ( I 9 0 ) give I0. IV -1 The corresponding 
wavelength is I30/4/4,41 which is in the region trans - 
mitted by fluorite, and it was determined to search 
for conductivity in iodine vapour exposed to light of 
the fluo rite -ult raviolet. 
EXPER ININTAL 
1.9e 
EXPERIMENTAL: As the source of light, a powerful 
spark between aluminium terminals one cm. apart was 
used. That the radiation from this source would 
probably be effective in producing ionisation was ind -. 
Jested by Lenard's success in ionising air and other 
gases by the light from the aluminium spark; also 
Lyman's photograph of this spark in air shows groups 
e r.,.9 
ofdbr lines at I76 and I30 /r, in the region expect- 
ed to be of rective. [s.rman,spectroscopy of the 
Extreme Ultraviolet,frontispiece.I The spark, con- 
tained in an earthed metal box to prevent possible 
electrical disturbances of the electrowter, was 
driven by a I0,000 volt transformer taking a primary 
current of IO amps. at X30 vol -s. In parallel with 
the spark gap was a condenser of capacity 0.006mF. 
The spark gap was placed practically tcuching the 
fluorite- window of the exposure chamber, so that, dur- 
ing the discharge, the glowing vapours T1ayect against 
the window, which had therefore to be cleaned 
frequently, and eventually became so fitted as to 1440 
much of its transparency. It was found that the 
close proximity of the spark to the window was a nec- 
essary condition for the production of the effect to 
be described. 
The great difficulty to be overcome in experiments 
to test'::for ionisation in gases is the spurious effect 
caused by the photoelectric emission of electrons 
fa.* 
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from the electrodes under the influence of the ionising 
radiation.. All metals exhibit a. pronounced photo - 
electric effect on exposure to radiation of much lower 
frequency than that anticipated to be required for 
iodine. Since , however, only negative charges are given 
off: by metals exposed to light, the arrival of positive 
charges at a suitable ,collecting electrode will be a 
ctiterion for the existance of ionisation within the 
`volume of a gas. 
The first experiments were made in a glase app- 
aratus to which the window was cemented, but the lar ge' 
currents due to the photoelectric effect at the 
platinum electrodes caused the met-nod to be abandoned 
in favour of one in wnich exposure to the light could 
be made in a chamber apart from the vessel in which 
the ions were detected. 
The exposure chamber A, ( fig.I3 ) consisted of 
a glass tube - cm. in diameter, on the: end of which was 
cemented a clear colourless fluorite window 1.3 mm. thick: 
A shorter side tube led to the copper ionisation chamber 
the outer cylinder of which was earthed. The 
collecting electrode, of copper wire, insulated from 
the earthed cylinder by quartz, was connected to one 
air of quadrants of a Dolez.alek electrometer, the 
connecting wire, en closed throughout in an earthed metal 
Ube, being about a metre long in order to remove the 
lectrometor fro.,, the neighbourhood of the, spark. A- side 
Ube from the ionisation chamber led to a rotatory oil 
io 
ump . The electrometer, contained in an earthed metal 
box, 
was arranged so that a potential difference of 
one volt between the quadrants gave a deflection of 
200 mm. on a scale at a distance of i metre from the 
rnitror. Although greater sensitivity could have been 
4 
attained by the use or finer suspensions for the 
needle, and by charging the needle to a higher potent- 
ial than the 72 volts used, the arrangement described 
above proved in practice the most convenient. The 
needle was charged by two *high- tension* batteries 
as used in Uwireless ï permanently connected to it. 
The two sets of quadrants could be joined by means of 
a key, worked by a string of unspun silk from a posit- 
ion near the scale. 
In the experiments with iodine, solid iodine was 
placed in the exposure tube , and a stream of nitrogen 
at low pressures ( I - IO mm.) passed over in order 
to carry a current of iodine vapour past the window. 
The solid iodine was protected fr om the action of the 
light by a tightly packed plug of cotton wool, which 
also served to retain any part isles of dust. 
The nitrog r:,. was obtained from a cylinder of the 
co:mpreseed gas; it was passed through concentrated 
sulphuric acid, over soda lime, over a long length of 
tightly rolled copper gauze at a bright red heat 
(Previously well heated to remove grease, and heated 
in hydrogen before each group of experiments) to re- 
move oxygen, dried by passing through a long tube of 
phosphorus/ 
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phosphorus pentoxide, passed over Dutch metal foil to 
remove and mercury vapour ( from the safety tube C) 
and finally passed through a long length of tightly 19 
packed cotton wool to remove dust. This latter pre- 
caution is an important one) since 'ny photoelectric 
ionisation of dust particles' might give rise to 
positively charged particles wh Ch could reach the 
o llecting electrode. 
Nitrogen was chosen to maintain the stream, as it 
séemed likely not to be ionised by the light employed. 
Nitrogen scarceir absorbs in the fluorite ultraviolet 
and it is difzicultto see how ionisation can be prod- 
uced without absorbtion. 
Ex eriments with Pure Nitrogen: These were 
carried out to ascertain if ionisation of nitrogen was 
pr educed by the light transmitted by fluorite. The 
Method of experiment was this. A potential was applie 
to the quadrants and the collecting electrode; the 
quadrants were then separated. If the insulation had 
beßmperfect, separation of the quadrants would have 
caused no deflection; but actually the needle slowly 
crept across the scale as the result of slight leaks 
in the insulation. The pump was started; the number 
of scale divisions passed by the painter in a minute 
if nediatley preceeding the exposure determined; five 
seconds exposure to the light given, and the number of 
divisions passed over in the minute beginning with the 
commencement 
/ 
5 :3 .. 
commencement of the exposure determined; the leak in 
the next minute without exposure measured; a fresh 
exposure given and theleak noted, and so on. 
The following are some of the results obtainedin 
ouch blank experiments. 
TABLE g - EXPERIM NTS WITH NITROGEN 
Pressure of Nitro gin I mm. 
Potential on Collecting 
Electrodes; - 4v. 
Potential on Collecting 














6 3r 12 
5 6 4 IO 
6 6 5 IO 
7 7 b II 
8 6 7 IO 
9 6 8 8 
IO 6 9 IO ',. 
II 6 IO 'i 
I2 6 II a 
I3 6 I2 IO 
14 5 I3 6 
I5 5 I4 IO 
I6 5 I5 6 
TABLE I/ - EXPEitIMENTS WITH NITROGEN 
Pressure of Nitrogen 4 mm. 
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There is no greater positive leak for illuminated than 
for non -illuminated nitrogen; also since the negative 
leak ,pith exposure is sacrcely any greater than that 
without, it is evident that exposure does not cause th4 
011ecting electrode to receive any considerable 
nwnber of electrons, so that 1,hotoelect rie emission 
or elect rons from the metal, parts is, at most, 
alight. 
EXTERIL NT& WITH IODINE VAPOUR: Iodine was now placed 
lathe tube, and the experiments repeated,all other 
arrangements being exactly as before. (Table V) 
TABLE V NITROGEN t IODINE 
Pressure of Nitrogen 2mra Pressure of Iodine ,o_ I8mm. 
Potential on Collecting Potential on Collecting 
Elect rode$ -4v Electrodet + 4 y. 






-leak w i th 
out Expos. 
- le ak 
with Expos. 
I4 2 I2 
a 32 3 33 
4 I6 4 I3 
5 26 6 24 






9 26 9 22 
IO 8 IO IO 
II 26 II 26 



















Several experiments confirmed these results; they show 
that there is a decided increase in the leaks on exp- 
osure; 
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exposure. When charged in the appropriate manner, the 
collecting electrode, -OM receive either positive or 
negative charges when iodine vapour is exposed to 
light. For any set of observations the difference 
between the leak in a minute containing a 5 seconds 
exposure and the leak per minute without exposure is 
approximately constant; assuming trie capacity of the 
electrometer to be about 50 e.s.u. (the order of the 
ua:for these instruments; see Crowther, "Ions, 
Electrons,; and Ionising Radiations", p. I2) the ionisat- 
ion current produced by the light -can be calculated 
from the equation b: _ dt , where S is the current, C 
Av the capacity of the electrometer, and ct,t the ,rate of 
change of potential between the quadrants.. This 
equation takes the form S= Ca where C is the 
3Oo D 
capacity of the system in electrostatic unitke, 
ci is the number of divisions passed over by the spot o 
light per second ,. and D the deflection caused. "ay a 
potential difference or one volt between the quadrants; 
the current S is in electrostatic. units. From Table 
V, the average increase in the deflection due to 
.positive charges r4Arg the collecting electrode on 
exposure is I5. divisions for 5 seconds exposure;. d 
15 
therefore is 5 - 3 ; D = 200, whence Sz 2.5x I0.3 e..s.u.. 
z§)( 10 3 amps.. In most of the experiments the negative 
leak was slightly greater than thepositive;. this may 
be dui, toe slight surface ionisation, but evidently 
such an eg ect is but small.. 
Some/ 
56. 
Some experiments were performed with the pump out 
of ac tion;' in thes case illumination caused no in- 
crease in the positive charge assumed by the collecting 
electrode; recombination of the ions apparently took 
place before they reached the electric field.. As 
Tai9.e VI shows,exposure appeaxed to cause a slight but 
real increase in thenuinber of negative charges reach- 
ing the collecting ele trode , even when thepump was not 
in action. This may be due to slight photoelectric.' 
ionisation of the metallic parts; but there is also 
the possibility of the emission of radiation in the 
process of re.combination of an electron and a 
TABS VI. 
Potential on Collecting Electrode0+4volis,. 
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positive iodine ion, which would cause a photoelectric 
effect at the electrode. Table VI records a contin- 
uous series of observations of the negative leak; rot 
the first I3 minutes the pump was out of action; at 
the 
S.. 
the I4.th minute it was started. Exposure causes only 
a slight increase in the negative ions reaching the 
elect rode .w hEn the pump is -hoi- Tunnm8) bui thE. crLTat 1011 Of the pump imTeA at-EIy 
caus1S a corsLdexa b I E 
lncrEctst t-hE. -nE.gai -kt lea K.an Exposu"rE. 
After a number of experiments had been performed, 
results were obtained whtleh apparently contradicted 
the earlier ones;. exposure caused no increase in eou 
ductivity. It was finally noticed that the aluminium 
sparking terminals had become covered with a layer of.. 
oxide. The spar k between terminals in thMscondition 
is feeble in ultraviolet radiation; Par instance, it 
was found that a screen coated with barium platir -- 
cy, anide placed in the spectrograph fluoreiimsi&With 
much diminished intensity in theportions exposed to 
short wavelength, ultraviolet light from a spark 
between oxide-coated terminals. When the -- ,terminals 
were cleaned the ionisation in iodine vapour was again 
stronglyyrproduced. This appears to be additional 
evidence that the effect is not due to spurious 
electrical disturbances Crom the spark, since these 
would be as likely to originate from a discharge feeble 
in ultraviolet light as from one rich in this radiat -- 
i ©n. 
upper Limit of the Ffi active Wavelength.; It is at 
present impossible to determine accurately the limit- 
- 
ing wavelengths associated with phenomena in the ultra- 
violet region beyond 200/4/u, at least without the use'.;, 
of a vacuum spectrograph with fluorite optical parts 
to act as monochront tpr. Fluorite, quartz and the 
oxide/ 
54. 
oxide of boron are theonly solids transparent in this 
region14,bo ric oxide and qua rt a do not transmit light 
beyond about I60/u/u . With respect to the possibli3ity 
of forming a graduated series of gaseous filters, 
sufficient data on the absor9tion of gases `in this 
region do not exist t o lead to any conclusion. Oxy.- 
gen,however, is known to possess a very strong absorb. - 
tion band, rising very rapidly beyond 185,4444-and extend- 
;- 
ing throughout the region transmitted 'by fluorite. 
Experiments were therefore performed to determine if 
the radiation effective in ionising iodine vapour was 
strongly absorbs oxygen. The spark was removed I cm« 
from the window and the usual readings of leak made. 
Tables VII to IX. give the result. 
Table. VII records the results normally obtained with 
the spark touching t hewindow; tale VIII gives the 
readings observed irmnediately after those eh own in 
table VII with the spark I cm. from the window; end 
tae II those observed immediatikly after making the 
readings recorded in table VIII, with tí-e spark 
tepikeed close to the window, 
TABLE VII Spark touehin window. 
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TABLE VIII S ark I cup f ron W1nl aW.. 
Pot_ ntial of Co11 ting Electrodel --4 volts. 
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TABLE IX Spark touching window. 
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These experiments- show that removal of the spark 
I cm.. from the window causes the effect to cease, 
while trials made immediately before and after, with 
the spark touching thewindow,, other conditions being 
the sane, show a strong effect. The suppression of 
ionisation on removal of the spark must be clue to the 
absorition of oxygen, whereby it is indicated that the 
wavelength of the effective radiation is shorter than 
Finally, of ter the series of experiments with 
ioriine, the apparatus was cleaned, and the experiments 





steal -y o f re suits : 
(I) Nitrogen flowing through the apparatus at 
pressures of I to IO mm. showed no conductivity on 
illumation by the light of the aluminium spark trans- 
mitted by fluorite. 
(2) When the nitrogen stream contained iodine 
vapour of pressure 0.18 mm.,, exposure to the light 
_13 
required a current of the order IO amp. 
(3) Both po- sitive and negative ions were given to 
the electrometer in nearly equal amounts, the negative 
h)eine). in slight excess. 
(4) The effect was not observed in the absence of 
a stream of vapour. 
(5) The effect ceased when any kind or film formed 
on the fluorite, or when the light source was removed 
I cm. from clean fluorite. 
(6) A well working spark was necessary to produce 
the effect. 
lecussion of Results. The absence of conductivity 
illumination of pure nitrogen shows that the effect 
roduced by light in the presence of iodine vapour ifr 
of a surface ionisation, since at least as much light 
would reach the metal parts in the first case as in the 
econd. Nor does the effect appear to be due to 
lectrical disturbances caused by the proximity of the 
Spark, as these also would have appeared with nitrogen. 
The 
6I. 
TO only difference between the experiments with 
nitrogen, in which illumination caused no current, and 
those in which an easily detectable current was observ- 
odor illmaination, was the presence of iodine, and th 
current is therefore to be attributed to the ionisatio 
f gaseous iodine, by ultraviolet light. The efrectiv 
light is of shotte.r wavelength than that of the red 
irait of the oxygen absorption band at about I85,y0,.and 
ust be of longer wavelength than about IQO /j ,where 
luorite absorbs, unless indeed the very penetrating 
radiation from the aluminium spark reported by 
enard [Sitz.Heldelberg.Akad.d.Wiss. p.31,1910] to 
Which he ascribed a wavelength beyond the spectros- 
aopically undetermined absorption limit of fluorute is 
jpartly effective. The evidence for such a radiation , 
iow+ever, does not appear very definite. 
The observations of critical potentials in iodine 
vapour lead to the expectation that ionisation of the 
molecule should occur on exposure to wavelength I30i-p , 
ancd of the atom to I6gA, w . There is a strong group 
of alu :iinium lines about I30/74.- , so that the light used 
would be effective for either of these processes. As 
the experiments were carried out at ordinary temperature, 
there would be primarily very few iodine atoms, 
though the possibility of the dissociation of the 
molecule by light is not excluded. Most of the 
ionisation must be due to molecules. 
It is, however, probble that light of longer 
wavelength/ 
62. 
wavelength than I30 &/4will be able to ionise iodine 
molecules. Iodine fluoresces under phe influence of 
visible and ultraviolet light; the molecule absorbs 
a quantum of radiation, thereby assuming a state of 
greater energy, the return from which to the normal 
state liberates the energy or excitation as fluorescent 
light. Such an active molecule may be regarded as 
"partly ionised ", and will require less energy to raise 
it to the state of complete ionisation than the normal 
molecule. This has already been proved for electron 
impact by Smythe and Compton (1oc.cit. ) who found that 
the ionisation potential or fluorescang iodine 
molecules was less than that of normal molecules by an 
amount equivalent to the energy in the quantum exciting 
the fluorescence. It has also been observed that for the 
same potential difference between the electrodes of a 
t 
tube containing iodine vapour, the current in the glow 
discharge is greater for the fluorescing than for the 
normal vapour. [Franck and Westphal; Verh.d.deut. 
Phys.Ges., I4, I5 (1912 ).1 In thesame way it might be 
expected that iodine vapour exposed to light containing 
a wide range of wavelengths could take place in two 
etages; first the activation to the state of fluareso±e 
once and then the ionisation of the fluoresng mole - 
cule, the energy required in the second step being lee 
than that required to ionise the normal molecule by th 
energy in4e the quantun.i necessary to cause fluorescene. 
The wavelength corresponding to the observed ionisation 
DOt ent i al / 
63. 
potential of fluorescing 'iodine, 
6.8r 
vol].s, is I8.O y 
which is well within the +'ar of the radiation, .vaiiab.?re 
in these experiments, but Which would have been absorb- 
ed before reaching the iodine in the apparatus used by 
previous investigators. 
The general conclusion is that the conductivity 
observed in these experiments was due to the ionisation 
of iodine molecules by light ofwavelength shorter than 
186r/,.,, and it se ms probable that the fluorescing 
molecules contributed a share.. 
The main interest to chemists of these results on 
the ionisation of gases by light is tit they indicate 
the value of the energy of ionisation, an important 
}antity in modern chemical theory. Only an the 
basis of precise knowledge of this quantity can ---= 
hypotheses of values be constructed with respect to th 
elementary electronic mechanism of chemical change. 
For example, a plausible enough explanation of the 
course of photochemical reactions such as theunion of 
Chlorine and hydrogen, can be formulated on the supp- 
osition that the photo-ionisa 'ion of the gas is the 
initial stage. [ßntein, Z,.phys.Chem.52,333,( 1913) 
The experiments of Ludlam on the action of ultraviolet 
light on chlorine showed that the explanation was unterr- 
lle; and in general it flay be stated that the 
frequencies required to ionise gases are so great that 
Complete phototonisat ion cani t be a preliminary in 
any/ 
64. 
any photochemidat.reaction between gases which takes 
plate in visible or ultraviolet light of wav4length 
longer than those of the Schumann region. On the 
other hand, activation Of she reactants in the sense 
that an electron is displaced from its normal orbit 
to one of greater energy is a possible initial st age 
in photochemical reactions, and may very well be the 
primary reaction, 
65. 
Emission Sp_e_çtra of the xlalo a Brides:. 
The formation of the halogen hydrides seemed a 
reaction in which the emission of chemical radiation, 
if it exists, is likely. One stage will be transfers 
once of the electron of the hydrogen atom to the 
chlorine atom, a process which may be accorapnied by the 
emission of radiation. In the passage of an electric 
discharge through the hydrogen halides at low pressure 
decomposition of the gases occurs; since the decompos- 
ition is produced by electron impact, or by collision 
with charged ions, or by the radiation emitted in the 
paEm age of the current, it will probably be a mono - 
molecular dissociation into hydrogen and chlorine atoms; 
the reunion of these is the reaction which it was hoped 
The spectra of the halogen hydrides were 
therefore examined with the object of ascertaining if 
any emission were present which could be interpreted 
as due to the union of hydrogen and the halogen. 
An indication, of the position in whim such rad- 
iation is to be expected is afforded by the heat of 
formation of the hydrides from their constituent atoms. 
These can be calculated thus: 
(See next page) 
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Procedure. Trouble was again experienced in obtaining 
pure spectra, and the method finally adopted was to 
Acitograph the spectrum during the passage of a coin 
tirarous current of gas through the tube. 
jrdrogen Chloride: The apparatus was fitted together 
as shown in fig. Iy ,, joints being made by grinding, or 
at the blow -pipe. The pumping system. consisted of a 
mercury condensation pump, backed by a rotatory oil 
puovp;: the necessary traps were introduced to prevent 
access of mercury vapour to the halogen or vice versa. 
Pure Sodium chloride was placed in A, and the apparatus; 
evacuated by the oil puìap while being heatedwith the 
naked flame. The bulb B having been immersed in 
liquid air, concentrated sulphuric acid was dropped 
on the salt in A. The HC1, freed from most of any 
moisture by its passage through phosphorus pentcxide, 
condensed in B as a snow white solid. Two thirds of 
the contents of B were slowly distilled into bulb C, 
immersed in liquid air, the temperature of Arbein g 
the 
maintained throughout below /melting point or hydrogen 
chloride, The residue in A, containing any non volat- 
lie impurities was rejected. The apparatus was now 
thoroughly evacuated up to tap "a" by the diffusion 
Pump;/ 
68. 
4Dp; and the temperatures of the bulbs C and D were 
now arranged so that a stream of the gas passed through 
tue discharge tube at a convenient pressure. The spectra . 
were excited as before. 
Hydrogen Bromide: The apparatus was evacuated by the 
oil pump and hydrobromic acid solution, of specific 
gravity I.49dropped very slowly on phosphorus pentoxide 
placed in A. The reaction was carried out so slowly 
that little rise in temperature took place, which 
might have caused the decomposition of the HBr by 
phosphoric acid. No evidence of the formation of brom». 
ine was observed. The gas was passed over phosphorus 
pentoxide and a little red phosphorus, and condensed 
in B, from which it was distilled. 
In the passage of the current) the gas was decom- 
posed and complete recombination did not take place. 
9o11!í bromine collected in bulb D, while hydrogen rem 
maimed uncondensed; on breaking connection with the 
- 
Pump, the pressure of hydrogen rose, and in the end, its 
spectram masked that of the bromine. In the experimenrs 
connection to the pump was maintained. throughout. 
; :ij ro on Iod : was similarly prepared by dropping 
concentrated hydriodic acid solution , freshly distill - 
ed over red phosphorus, on phosphorus pentoxide, and 
was rractionally distilled as before. The passage of 
the discharge again) caused decomposition. 
Results: The spectra appear to be identical with 
those/ 
69. 
those of the corresponding halogens with the addition 
of the first members of the Balmer series of hydrogen 
I5 )T: e band spectra disappear at very low pres- 
sures. At pressures above O..OI ml., the second contin- 
uous band is the most prominent feature in the spectra' 
For hydrogen iodide, the sharp line spectrum found to 
be characteristic of iodine is again prominent. There 
is no feature in the spectra of the hydrides addition- 
al to those in the emissions of their constituent atoms 
which can be attributed to chemical radiation origin 
ating in the union of the neutral atoms. It is possible 
that under the conditions of the discharge no reaction. 
occurs between neutral atoms but rather between negat- 
ive halogen ions and hydrogen nuclei. Measurments 
of the ionisation potnntial of hydrogen chloride lead 
to the conclusion that the effect of a collision between 
an electron with a HC1 molecule is to cause the 
disruption of the con-_ect i on between the hydrogen and 
chlorine t.óns ; . H--C1 H + Cl. In the reverse react- 
ion, an amount of energy equivalent to the kinetic: 
energy or an electron which has fallen through I4 volts 
(the ionisation potential observed by Foote and Mohler 
,T;Ani, Ch. Soc, 42,1832,1920) will be givdn. out , and if 
this emitted as one quantum,, the spectrum will contain, a. 
a band at the corresponding wavelength fax 
beyond the region examined. 
69. 
those of the corresponding halogens with the addition 
C)1' the first members of the Balmer series of hydrogen 
(Fig. T_5 )The band spectra disappear at very low pres- 
sures. At pressures above O..OI mi., the second cont in- 
uous band is the most prominent feature in the spectra. 
For hydrogen iodide, the sharp line spectrum found to 
be characteristic of. iodine is again prominent. There 
is no feature in the spectra of the hydrides addition- 
al to those in the emissions of their constituent atoms 
which can be attributed to chemical radiation origin 
ating in the union of the neutral atoms. It is possib e! 
that under the conditions of the discharge no reaction* 
occurs between neutral atoms but rather between negat- 
ive halogen ions and hydrogen nuclei. Measurments 
of the ionisation potnetial of hydrogen chloride lead 
to the conclusion that the effect of a collision betwe -n 
an electron with a HCl molecule is to cause the 
disruption of the connection between the hydrogen and, 
4 
chlorine fiöns;. Cl. In the reverse react- 
ion, an amount of energy equivalent to the kinetic 
energy of an electron which has fallen through II volt 
(the ionisation potential observed by Foote and Mohle 
J:Am.Ch.Soc. 42,1832,1920) will be given. out, and if 
thi9 emitted as one quantum,, the spectrum will contain A 
a bani. at the corresponding wavelength 88",.., fax 
beyond the region examined. 
lyductiòr Coi 
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Study of Some Specific Chemical Reactions: 
(I) The Union of Hydrogen and Chlorine. Since no 
reference was found in the literature concerning the 
ultraviolet spectrum of_ the flaw e of hydrogen burning 
in chlorine, experiments : were performed to investigate 
the matter,. The apparatus (fig.l6 ) consisted of a 
clear silica. tube with inlet tubes for the gases, and 
outlet to the fume chamber. The chlorine, from a 
aommercial cylinder, was introduced through a narrow 
quartz tube fitting through a rubber stopper, while 
the hydrogen passed through a tube sealed to the quartz. 
For thepurpose of kindling the flame, two silver 
electrodes were introduced, connected to the secondary 
or an induction coil. The apparatus was filled with 
hydrogen from a Kipp's generator, a st re ara of sparks 
passed between the electrodes, and thechlorine was 
carefully introduced. The first rush of chlorine 
from tip: cylinder, which had rather a stiff valve, was 
passed+ through the arm B of the 4 piece;: the current 
was then regulated., and connection made to the flame 
chamber. Irregularities of flow produced by the 
bubbling in the wash bottle were avoided by the intro- 
duction of a capillary tube in front of the flame 
chamber. - 
The flame, consisting of a "aright core surrounded 
by a more diffuse region, had a livid white colour; 
exposures of 45 minutes were required to form an im- 
prlssion on the plates. The resulting spectrum, 
shown in fig.11 was quite continuous. It starts 
strongly in the red (probably extending to the infra 
red/ 
71m 
red), aî1 extends throughout the visible and ultraviolet 
regions to beyond 300/2 Th? apparent minimum of 
intensity in the green is due to the comparative 
nonsens it iveness of the panchromatic plate in this 
region. Observed visually, the spectrum shows no 
decrease in intensity in the green.. 
The heat of formation of gaseous hydrogen chlorid 
rrom kiaand Cl2is 2 Cal, corresponding to a wavelength) 
1295),/a, in the infra red. How farthe spedtrurn expends 
to 
in/the infra red is impossible to determine with the 
apparatus available, but' would appear surprising; if, 
in fact, the spectrum were related to this figure of 
the heat of reaction, which is nearly certainly 
simply the nett sum of a number of elementary processes, 
and not associated with anyone. Thera is no evidence 
or a band ly ink near 309/yA , corresponding to the heat 
of formation or hydrogen chloride from atoms; nor does 
the spectrum contain any features which can be ident- 
ified wit h an y or the emissions of chlorine produced, 
by electrical excitation. 
of the 
The origin ..ssion actually observed remains to 
be considered. Neither hydrogen, nor chlorine,nor 
hydrogen chloride have been excited to emit radiation 
by mere heating to temperatures available in the lab - 
oratory, so that the spectrum is not simply the effect 
of the high temperature prevailing in the flame. That 
the hydrogen is, probably not concerned in the emission 
is/ 
72e 
is suggested by the nor- luminosity, under ordinary 
conditions of pressure, of the oxygen- hydrogen flame, 
in which the temperature will probably be at least as 
in 
high as 441e a chlorine -hydrogen flame of the same size. 
The general manner in which the einiksion may be prod- 
uced will be considered later.. (p.1o8 ) 
(2) blame Spectra 
(a) Ordinary flame spectrun of sodium chloride.. The 
shortest wavelength reported in the flame spectra. of 
the alkali salts is 285/4,x, that of the third member 
of the principal series of sodium. LEder and Valenta, 
Beitrage zur Photochemie, p.871 With the object of 
extending the examination to the limit of the spect- 
rograph used in this work, theultraviolet spectra of 
the Bunsen flame coloured by the addition of alkali 
salts were photographed. Only the well known features 
of the spectrum appear, namely the first few members of 
the printipal series of the metal, the continuous 
spectrum in the vi8:iblm-which has been known from the 
time of Bunsen, the "water vapour" bands at 308 and 
28I1?,,, and no emission was recorded which could be 
attributed to a chemical radiation in the sense consid- 
ered here. No trace of halogen emission was ever 
round. In an experiment to ascertain if the intro- 
duction of potassium iodide into the oxygen coal-gas 
flame caused the emission of the iodine line at 2m6.Imr, 
an exposure of 2 hours was given, but no sign, el her 
or 
Fis. tX 
Spick-rum of- Vst ìn 8u-nscn Flam 
.FIc,. 19.. 
j\Ia ß.r Flámi._Sp.cTa. 
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f the line, nor of :a-"reaction band" appeared. The 
photograph, reproduced in fig i' , shows the Ist four 
members of the principal series of potassium, as well 
as the first two of sodium, and incidentally shows that 
the Bunsen flame coloured with sodium chloride is very 
far from being a source of "monochromatic light ", 
Another attempt to observe the iodine line after g hour's 
exposure also gave a negative result.. 
(b) Flame 8.ectrum of Sodium Bromide in eresence of 
Bromine: It was found by Mitscherlich that sodium 
chloride did not emit the D lines in the hydrogen 
chlorine, flame, nor in a bunsen flame containing hydrogen 
chloride,. The doublet is produced by the return of 
the valency electron from a pair of orbits which it 
may occupy when the atom assumes a certain state of 
excitation, to the normal orbit of the unexcited atom. 
The absence of the lines in the presence or halogen 
might therefore be due to the rebbing by the halogen 
of the valency electron or the sodium, with the prod- 
uction in the flame of Na and Cl 
of the electron affinity speetruta 
then be expected, To investigate 
; the appearance 
of the halogen might 
the point, the 
spectrum of sodium bromide in a bunsen flame containing 
bromine was photographed, 
( 
fig./7 .) 
(I) is the result of 30 minut6s exposure to the 
simple sodiumbromide fla:ue. The D lines show prominent - 
ly, and thesecond member of the principal series, at 
330/ 
74. 
339ta1so appears. The band degraded towards the reel 
at 308/7., is the so ,called water vapour band. The 
continuous spectrum beginning in the green and extend- 
ing to beyond 30O, ,; is also due to the salt. 
(2) Bromine was now passed up the bunsen, The flame 
became elongated and faintly luminous, the upper part 
;,being coloured a livid yellowish green. The green cone 
was enlarged and intensified, and the Swan bands of car- 
! 
bonomitted by this cpne, are strong in the photograph. 
The yellow sodium light disappeared except in the 
immediate neighbourhood of the point at which salt aws 
introduced. The D line appears in the plate, but is 
much less intense than in (I); the times of the exposure 
and rate of introduction of the salt were the same in 
both cases. The sodium line at 33%o.has not appeared.. 
The plate shows no sign of bands about any of the pos- 
itions characteristic of the bromine vacuum tube spect- 
rum, nor of the' bánds.which can be correlated- :with the 
energy of react.kon. 
Twô explanations of the supression of the D lines 
seem to be possible. There is no doubt now that the 
D lines are emitted by the sodium atom, and since they 
'enormously exceed in intensity the other members of the 
principal series, and especially of the subordinate ser- 
ies of the arc spectrum, they must originate in atoms 
which are not fully ionised; if a large ;. number or 
,atoms is fully ionised, the return of the electrons is 
.ecompanßed by the emission of the whole arc spectrum, 
including the p +incipal and firstand second subsidiary 
series/ 
15s 
aeries, The flame must t hen contain neutral sodium 
we 
atoms, which /may regard as produced by the dissociation 
of the salt. 
Na Cl = Na t- Cl 
That the dissociation follows this course rather than 
that leadingn to the production of ions, as in electro- 
lytic dissociation, is indicated by H. A.. Wilson's 
experiments on the mobility or theions in flames, [Phil. 
Trans. A. I92, 49 , (I %9)] in which it was found that the 
velocity of the negative ion greatly exceeded that of 
the positive. The negative ion must be the electron 
and not the heavy halogen ion; the actual ionisation 
of 
in flames is probably produced by ionisation /some of 
the sodium atoms formed in the dissociation of the Salt. 
If an excess of halogen atoms is present, the dissocie -' 
Lion will be "thrown back" according to the mass law;; 
at the temperatureof the flame, there will be a con- 
siderable concentration of halogen atoms, andthe 
ec}:,uilibrium forced back in the direction of the undis- 
sociated salt. 
The other possibllity is that the electronegative 
halogen atom may remove the valency electtron from the 
sodium, with the formation of Nat amd Cl ions. The 
Na would then be in a condition in which it could 
emit its spark spectrum, and as the fundamental lines 
or this spectrum axe far in the ultraviolet, corres- 
ponding in fact to the L series to the X -ray spectrum 
of heavier atoms, they would escape detection by a 
quartz / 
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quartz spectrograph. Perhaps mobility measurements 
in a flame containing excess halogen might indicate 
if this process occurred, as the negative ions would 
thenbe negatively charged hajlogen atoms and would 
possess low mobility. The absence, however, of the 
electron affinity spectrum is some ground against this 
second hypothesis, and the more chemical explanation 
seoms adequate to account for the suppression of the 
D lines, 
3 The Reaction between Phos horus and Chlorine. 
The union of phosphorus and chlorine may take 
place with the emissionof light; the attempt was there- 
fore made to photograph the spectrum. The heats of 
tormation of the phosphorus halides from their e'leménts 
ire.: :high. ( 70 Cal. for formation of phosphorus 
trichloride from solid phosphorus and chlorine gas, 
105 Cal. for formation of solid phosphorus pentachlor_- 
ide from its elements) indicating that any chemical 
radiation would be in the ultraviolet region. It is 
known that both the rapid and the slow oxidation of 
Phosphorus may take place with the emission of bands 
in theultraviolet TEmeleus and flown 243, 
(1924)] and it seemedinteresying to ascertain if those 
bands were also emitted in thereaction with chlorine. 
The apparatus used is shown in fig lo. A s croilg 
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reaction. The passage of a rairly vigorous current 
of dry chlorine over the phosphorus caused the latter 
to melt_; . it began to glow witri a greenish light, aid 
finally burst into a briliant white flame. The 
intensity of the flame could be regulated by adjusting 
the gas stream; and exposures were given to flames of 
various intensities, the times of exposure ranging from 
I5 minutes to 3 hours. In all cases the result was 
th e same; a continuous spectuur. extended throughout 
the visible region anri was cut off sharply at about 
390/41/44( Pig. 11.4. 
A sudden limit to the spectrum might either be 
real, in which ease it would be of theoretical import- 
ance, or it might be due to absorption by sdme of the 
substances present in the reaction. The ab rptlon 
spectra of phosphorus trichloride and pentachloride 
and of chlorine were therefore observed. A layer of 
liquid phosphorus trichloride , 2 n ni.thick transmits 
Fcp. 21. 
light to wavelength 300c.and the vapour will be at 
n 
least as transparent. Phosphorus pentachloride vapour 
also is transparent to a region of considerably short- 
er wavelength tháxi the limit of the phosphorus -- chlorine. 
reaction spectrum.` p) But it is seen that a layer of 
chlorine 6 cm. thick at atmospheric pressure absorbs 
strongly fromabout 3.93 to 282/7. (The limit of the 
chlorine absorption band at 4p3 is sharp, and coincides 
with the short wave limit of the phosphorus -chlorine 
spectrum, and there seems -no doubt that it was the 
absorption/ 
absorption of the 2 cm of chlorine between the flame 
Wild the quartz window which caused the sudden stop.3n 
the emission spectrum. 
Calculations or the intensity of light transmitted 
through a layer of chlorine 2 cm thick, at atmospheric. 
pressure, based on the phot ometric measurements of 
n+.Hal.bC n and Siedentapf [z. f.pbys. Ch. I03 -, 7I,(1923)] 
show clearly the strong absorption of chlorine in the 
near untraviolet.. Table X gives the values of the 
extinction coefficient a., defined by the relation 
-act 
I = IoX I0) 
where Io is the incident intensity and I the emergent 
intensity after passage through a layer t cm thick of 
the gas at atmospheric.' pressure, and the values of the 
traction of the intansityabsorbed calculated from this 
equation for regions near the edges of. the band. 
Values denoted by are interpolated from v. Halbala and 
Síedentopf's data.. 
TABLE X 
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These figuresshow very clearly the rapid increase in 




Chlorine, however4, e-s /not su press ants considerable 
emission of wavelength shorter than about 270/4/k)and 
as the construction of the apparatus and the use of a 
strong draught to remove the products of the reaction 
seem to pr eclude the possibility of absorption by 
these, the conclusion appears necessary that in the 
reaction between chlorine and phosphorus there is no 
em1$sion of radiation i the middle and further regions 
of the ultraviolet. Of the five ultraviolet bands re- 
ported by Erneléus and Downey in the light accompanying 
the oxidation of phosphorus, four,, of wlvelshgth 263, 
2531 24 and 2391/41 ar in the region transmitted by 
chlorine, so that they appear to be absent in the 
phosphorus- chlorine flame. 
4. Attempts ta eect Det Badiátion at Low Pressurej.- 
It seemed possible that the failure to detect 
chemical rad ;atiop in the experiments hitherto describ- 
ed might be connected wit h the relatively high press- 
ure prevailing. If the radiating centre had a certaih 
life period, similar to that possessed by atoms which 
have been excited to a higher quantum condition than 
normal, during which it could persist in the 
state of abnormally great energy in Which it must exist 
at the moment of its formation, and if collisions withIt 
other molecules took place' within this period, the 
energy might in some way be conveyed to these, and 
therefore/ 
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therefore would not escape as electrom agnetic radiat- 
ion. If, as a first approximation, we assume that the 
11111 ire period:" of the active molecule is of the order I0 -8 
sec, the value of the period in which the mercury atom 
can exist in the A2p% 
state,the number or collisions 
experienced 'in this interval by the molecule of an 
average gas, with a collision frequency of About IO "" , 
would be I00', so that if direct transference of energy 
occurred, there would be little opportunity for any toj 
reach the exterfdr as radiation pr oper to the reaetibn.. 
Reduction of the pressure to about 0.0I atmosphere 
would prevent this possibility, id the value for the 
active period bears any relation to the truth,. 
The reactlion studied was that between chlorine 
and the liquid alloy of sodium and potassium,. 
Proration of Sodium - Potassium Alloy: 9-gm, 
of clean potassilam and 2.5 gm.. of sodium,which are 
approximately the proportions for the alloy of greatest 
a 
fluidity were introduced into I00 c.c. disyilling 
flask (fig.12) containing sufficient b7lnzene. to cover 
the metals.. The neck of the flask fitted into a 
ground joint fused to a bent tube ground into the neck 
Of the funnel D.. A side tube with tap A was provided 
lest additional pressure should be required to force 
the alloy through the tap E in the subsequent experi- 
ment, but this was not required. The constricted 
leading / 
In this calculation, the increased diameter or the 
excited molecule with its consequent decrease in 




therefore would not escape as electron agnetic radiat- 
ion. If, as a first approximation, we assume that the 
9.lse period:ill of the active molecule is of the order i0 -8 
sec, the value of the period in which the mercury atom 
cx6i-t.d 
can Oxist in the A2p% 
stabe,the number or collisions 
experienced 'in this 1nterAtal by the molecule of an 
average gas, with a collision frequency of about i0'ß , 
would be I001 so that if direct transference of energy 
occurred, there would be little opportunity for any to 
reach the exter°tdr:'. as radiation pr oper to the reaction.. 
Reduction of he pressure to about O.oI atmosphere 
would prevent this possibility, id the value for the 
active period 'pears any relation to the truths. 
The reaction studied was that between chlorine 
and the liquid alloy of sodium and potassiume. 
Preparation of Sodium - Potassium Alloy: 
of clean potassitiun and 2.5 gm.. of sodium,which are 
approximately the proportions for the alloy of greateOt 
tluidity were introduced into I00 c.c. distilling 
flask (Pig.22) containing sufricient brInzzne. to cover 
the metals.. The neck of the flask fitted into a 
ground joint fused to a bent tube ground into the neck 
of the tunnel D.. A side tube with tap A was providdd 
lest additional pressure should be required to force, 
the alloy through the tap E in the subsequent experi- 
ment, but this was not required. The constricted 
leading/ 
In this calculation, the increased diameter of the 
excited molecule with its consequent decrease in 
mean free path and increas<co1.L1b1un frequency has 
been neglecteda 
leading tube of the distilling flask was connected to 
the oil pump through tap B, and through a. receiver F,; 
ät-20°C for the benzene ,, to the water pump-. Between_ 
the filter pump andthe distilling flask was placed a 
large tube containing phosphorus pentoxide.. 
The benzene was distilled off under water pump 
vacuum, the tap to the all pump being c10 sed; the 
benzene was thus prevented form eontalìnat ing the oil 
of the pump, imrnediatkly the ben zone was distilled, 
connection was made to the oil pump, and the pressure 
reduced to 0.00I mm.. The metals in the distilling 
flask were kept molten for sae time with the pump 
running; the flask was then sealed off at the con- 
striction, end. the liquid alloy passed through a c. per 
gauze, which retained any film, to the runnel A:, where 
it collected in a bright, mobile liquid.. 
The Reaction between Chlorine and the Alloy: This 
Was carried out in a dark room, a feeble red light being 
employed when necessary.. The dropping gunnel contain 
ing the alloy was attached by rubber tubing flush with 
the end of a quartz tube fused into the silica reaction 
vessel R; this was mounted in a light -tight box. proms 
idea wth openings for t he inlet and outlet tubes, the 
out s ide ap f which were coated with laar,pb.lack. All 
that of 
joints , other than ,the dropping funnel to the reaction 
vessel, were matte by fusing or grinding. 
The bulb A (fig.3) was filled with solid chlorine 
and/ 
82. 
and the apparatus evacuated. A.. fast photographic plate 
(Imperial Special Rapid) was suspneded in contact with 
the reaction vessel... ToJp "'eA was turned so as -.to. 
break connection with th e pump;; the temperature of 
the chlorine inA. was maintainedi about the melting 
'point ( a pentane thermomet er being used) at which its. 
vapour pressure is 8.9 mm4 and the alloy allowed to 
enter the reaction vessel at the rate of one drop per 
Second. 
On c.evelopement. the plate showed no trace of an 
image. Examination of the reaction vessel showed that1, 
considerable quantities of chlori4e were present, but 
eviden tly the combination under these conditions does 
not cause emission of aeciable amounts of radiation 
which can affect a photographic play el or, at least 
no appreciable radiation of this kind reaches the 
erior.. 
5 The Reaction between i ercux r and the Halo ersat \ 4rß Fr r 
low pressure: 
The reaction between the alkali mitals and the 
II 
halogens is much influenced by the presence of mdisturei, 
and,; although it was obvious that considerable reaction 
had taken place in thelast experiment, it was thought 
advisable to repeat theexpe riment with mercury, which 
Shenstone found, in a careful investigation rJ',C.s.. I, 
19 , ß,I8 7,.1] to be /rapidly attacked by very dry halogens 
the 




The apparatus, modified slightly from that nil 
sit ct_ 
ed before, is shown in fig.-24. Tale ^reaction vess( 
was first evacuated by the oil pump; the reservoir 
of two litres capacity, after having been washed i 
an hour by a rapid stream. of chlorine passing thrc 
tap C', was filled with the gas.. The chlorine wa: 
allowed to pass into the silica vessel through a 
capillary tube permitting a leak of 0.5, ram. per n: 
the pressure being maintained in the reservoir by 
of chlorine, the excess escaping t ,rough 04 A f 
ye 
photographic plate, sensitised by Wood''s method[ 
J. 27,, 379 ( 1908 -was placed in contact with th e 
silica', opposite the Jet.. 
k The principle of this method of sensitising p: 
is as follows. The relation bf 
F'$' the density of a negative and tï 
of exposure is shown in fig 2yQ 
finite time must elapse before c 
cis sr. Toir ,becomes. perceptible, and, initie 
increase in density with time o: 
is very slow. By a previous, exj 
to weak light, Wood brings thep: 
1 Qmp a, condition represented by the 
X, in which the density increas( 
tlTME 
approximately proportionally wi. 
time, The efiìcacy of the pro 
with the planes used here was shown by the of ze c' 
2 second's exposure ttd the iodine spectrum of a p: 
one half of which wq.s sensitised by 3 second's 
exposure tit' 2 Metres distance from the luminous 
of a bunsen flame. On this portion : ltd 206"alini 
ed distinctly, while in the unsensit ised part, t: 
exposure produced 4.7 a scarcely visible effect.. 
The/ 
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The apparatus, modified slightly from that employ- 
ed before, is shown in rig. .1 4 . Tìe ̂ react ion vessel 
was first evacuated by the oil pump; the reservoir. 131 
of two litres capacityy, after having been washed for 
an hour by a rapid stream of chlorine passing through 
tap C', was filled with the gas,. The chlorine was 
allowed to pass into the silica vessel through a 
capillary tube permitting a leak of 0.5, mm. per minutel 
the pressure being maintained in the reservoir by a stream 
of chlorine, the excess escaping th_ rough Q:. A fast 
photographic plate, sensitised by Wood's method[Astrop.. 
T.. 27,. 379 ( 1908 )was placed in contact with th e 
silica, opposite the jet.. 
* The principle of this method of sensitising plates) 
is as follows. The relation between 
F'g l 4 a, the density of a negative and the tine 
of exposure is shown in fig 21íQ. A 
finít.e time must elapse before density 
,becomes perceptible, and, initially, the 
/increase in density with time of exposure 
is very slow. Ry a previous, exposure 
to weak light , Wood brings theplate to 
a. condition represented by the point 
X, in which the density increases 
approximately proportionally with 
time,- The efficacy of the procedure 
with the plates used here was shown by the effect of 
2 second's exposure tch the iodine spectrum of a plate, 
one half of which wa.e sensitised by 3 second's 
exposure at' 2 Metres distance from the luminous tip 
of a Bunsen flame. On this portion Vie 206yuuline appear-- - 
ed distinctly, while in the unsensitised part, the same 
exposure produced 4y a scarceljt visible effect.. 
The/ 
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The plug of chloride which tended to form at the 
jet was teroved by thepressure of mercury when the 
mopping tap was opened wide, after which a continuous 
stream of very fine drollets of mercury was allowed to 
enter the atmosphere of chlorine. The gas was absorb- - 
ednearìy as fast as it entered, so that no rise in 
grQssure occurred, but in order to ensure a low pressure 
the pump was occasionally run for a few minutes. In this 
way, in the course of two hours, 250 c.c.. ( 3,400 gm. ) 
of mercury were run in. To permit the observation of. 
the reaction, the dark box was provided with a movable 
shutter; no visible radiation was detected by therested 
eye in a dark room. The plate after development showe 
no image. 
The heat of formation of chloride is 
,58.3 Cals.., so that the conversion of I gm, of mercury 
to this chloride leads to the nett evolution of 0.26 C 
o 
cr I,I x TO ergs;., since , acco rding to Eder,Diandbuch 
dt Photographie , p. 34, (1906 
J 
one erg. or the total 
,radiation of a luminous source , such as is used in 
photometry, will Draftee a distinct impression on a 
Photographic plate , even although not more than I %of 
the energy is photographically effective, it is evident 
that in this reaction, any emissi on of energy as 
radiation can Only be /infinitesimal part of the total 
energy emitted. 




-- ei : 
The experiment with chlorine and sodium- 
potassium alloy showed that no appreciable quantity of 
radiation was produced in the reaction at ordinary 
temperature and at low pressure. It was observed, how --.. 
ever, that iodine at low pressure, led from a tube 
through which a glow discharge was paasing, over 
metallic sodium, heated just above the melting point, 
caused the emission of the D lines, and it was afterwards 
a 
ifounn. that the passage of the discharge was not necessary 
condition for the producti=on of the radiation_. The 
spectrum of the glow was therefore photographed in order 
to determine if the sodium radiation were accompanied 
by any emission in the ultraviolet. The wavelengths 
corresponding to the possible reactions are in the 
region within the range of the spectrograph; for 
example, the 'neat of formation of solid sodium iodide 
from solid sodium: and solid iodine is 67Cal;. the value 
from gaseous sodium and gaseous iodine will therefore 
be fcCal.t(Heat of subl;inaation of Sodium -+-Heat of 
suàliirátion of iodine) = 6q+ 211-4.5 9 4.5 Cal. , 
equivalent to a wavelength of 300 /74)the heat of formation 
f.rom sodium vapour and atomic iodine will be '74.5 
+(heat of dissociation of Ia ) 94.5 +.21 . II2 Cal., 
equivalent to a wavelength of 250/1/whilethe heat of 
formation from ions, is, accordingo the theory of 
the crystal lattice; about 144 Cal.., corresponding td 
z 200 //e 
A clear quartz tube, I cin. in diameter was 
blown at one end to form a short focus converging lens; 
near this was fused a silica .side tube containing a few 
c'rY s t al s / 
* 
Set' foot note on p.87. 
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crystals of iodine. A piece of clean sodium was place 
in the tube, which was then evacuated by the oil pump;. 
the pressure of iodine vapour would be the saturation 
pressure at room temperature ( 15°C ),. 0.13 mu. 
The pump was kept going th roughout the experiment, so 
that a continuous stream of vapour of this pressure 
passed over the metal. The tube was ps2,ced in a small 
asbestos furnace provided with a thermometer. At room 
temperature, no radiation was visible near the metal, 
out on warming it Just above the melting point, a yellow 
glow became visible over the sodium, which became very 
bright when the temperature of the oven was I30. C, and 
persisted even when the temperature was lowered to . 
A small bunsen flame, z inch high, placed 8 inches bele w 
the tube, kept the metal molten throughout the experim nt.. 
The yellow glow moved to a position between the source 
of iodine vapour and the metal; the front of the glow, 
where the halogen first met tne sodium vapour, was 
greenish;- beycn4 the heated metal, towards the pump was 
a steady ring. of the same glow. Visual examination showed 
this glow to be continuous, with scarcely a trace of D 
line. The bunsen flame having been extinguished, the 
yellow glow became feebler, the light became gre nish;' 
finally, only the surface of the metal glowed with a. 
blue colour; and, after further cooling, no visible 
radiation was emitted. 
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plate sensitised by Wood's method. The tube was filled 
wit h sodium several times, and a total exposure of, 
trre'; hours made.. The D line alone appeared on the 
(leveloped plate. (rig.25 ).. Five grams or sodium were 
used in the experiment; the conversion of only 0..I gm 4. 
of this to iodide would cause evolution or 60 cal.. or 
n.o 
2..5 x I09 ergs,, so that appreciable fraction of the 
energy can be emitted as radiation.. There is, moreover, 
no stimulation of theresonance line Of iodine. On the 
other hand, the excitation of the sodium resonance line, 
is a. result or the reaction, since many experiments., in 
which sodium-has been distilled in vacuo awl. the vapour 
heated to a great er degree than in this experiment have 
shown that under these conditions no yellow light is 
emitted. 
Haber and Zisch [zeitr.Piysiic1, 9 ,302,( I922 )1 per- 
formed an experiment similar to the above , in which 
halogens mixed with 4 to 5 times their volume of nitro4- 
gezi,( the total pí^sure being one atmosphere ) reacted 
wit h sodium vapour.. The lowest temperature at which 
the radiation was abserved.;-in' ïtbis case was 350 °-- 360°0:2 
(for chlorine) which is considerably higher than that 
employed in th e experiment described above;: moreover 
they observed the spectrum through a mica window, which 
is opaque beyond A. 300// .. ( The light of a powerful 
aluminium Bpark was completely cut off below 300//M by 
a, sheet or clear mica 0.07( mm. thick) Only the D line 
di 4 raj ans Verh,d,deut ,Phys. Ges.2I , 714,1 I quotes 
2I Cal. as heat of sublimation of K; I have assumed 
that that of Na will not 'oe very different. 
Landolt -Bornstein 3rd .Edt. p toys 
s Born Ver h.d.Phys.Gae.. 21, I3, I ?I7. 
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and the continuous visible emission are reported by 
those authors. 
An experiment with mercury and iodine vapour,, 
similar to that wih sodium, showed that in this: ease 
the reaction,when carried out at temperatures of I00 
200 °Cwas unaccompanied by the emission of radiation.. 
89. 
General Discussion. 
The experiments have shown that in the formation 
of heteropolar compounds, under no condition examined 
does an apprediable amount of light capable of affect- 
ing a photographic plate reach the oxtericr .. The 
question concerning the manner in which the energy ;rade 
escapes 
available in a reaction, /therefore remains unanswered. 
At the instant of its formation, a molecule must pons, 
ees the energy which is ultimately emitted if it is to 
have a permanent stability and the problem is,in what 
way the loss of energy takes place.. The other quest- 
ion which arises from this work is that of the origin 
of the radiation which is actually emitted In some 
chemical reactions; and it will be shown that this is 
very likely a part of the general problem of the elerr- 
entary emission process. 
The activated product of a reaction could lose 
its energy in the following ways. 
(I) The energy might be given up in the form of rad- 
iation which cannot affect the photographic plate ( infra 
!red radiation) or as visible or Ultraviolet radiation 
;which is in sortie way prevented from reaching the extexr: 
max.. 
(2) The energy might be passed on by collision to 
unactivated molecules of the reactants, of to resultant 
molecules w11$01h - gave already lost their energy of 
reaction. 





We may first consider the latter possibility. 
Polanyi indeed LZ.f .P ysik.3,3I,( 1920 )] seems to consid- 
er that an activated molecule formed in chemical react- 
ion loses its energy in a special way, His argunient:1s: 
the emission of radiation is due to a quantum jump, 
which an electron makes in an atom, with which is 
coupled a quantum jump in thelether. The loss of energy 
in the first jump covers thata.required for the coupled 
jump in the tther. Similarly, a quantum jump in a:, 
material system might be coupled with a quantum jump 
in another material system; thus the return of an 
activate, molecule to its normal condition might nec- 
essarily be coupled with tlie. transition of another in- 
active rmolec'ule to an active state. It is not clear 
how the coupling is effected; if in the proce8s of 
collision, the matter is included in thesecond possib -- 
ility;;if its not occur in collision, not with the, 
ether as intermediate, it is necessary to postulate 
some unknown method of energy transfer. As will apse r, 
the known processes by which transfer of energy takes 
place seems adequate to account dor the dissipation or 
chemical energy. 
Consider now the possibility of the elimination 
Of the energy of reaction as radiation. If any of thl 
components of the reacting mixture is strongly absorb- 
ing, it might happen that most of any radiation emitted 
in the reaction would be retained within the system. 
Such/ 
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Such a consideration, however, seems inadequate to ex!- 
plain the absence of the emission of radiation in any 
of the reactions dealt with 1lere. In the experiments 
.on the hydrogen -chlorine flame, the arrangement was 
on 
such that there would be .practically no unact-.?'chlor- 
ine present at any instant in a condition to absorb. 
Hydrogen is quite transparent up to a region in the 
extreme ultra violet ; the photographs of Cochn and 
Stuchardt ?I, 737 (1916 )] show that 
hydrogen chloride is transparent to ate least 220/4/u.. 
Ag ain in the experiments at low pressure with sodium - 
potassium alloy, and with mercury, the jet at which re. 
action took place was not mord than I cm. distant from 
the walls of the quartz vessel, so that the absorbing 
layer would only be one of chlorine, I pm. thick, at 
ó of an atmosphere. The fraction, of the light 
intensity which disappears in such a layer can be cal- 
-tcd 
culated from the equation J - Jax IO where e is the 
extinction coefficient thus defined, c the concentratJ 
ion in gm.mols. per lite, d the thickness of th e 
absorbing layer in cm. and J and Jo the emergent and 
anct'dv intnr ities respectively. At ó atmosphere, 
r c- 
224xi00 = 0.000446 : for X 3341 /1near the maximum 
Hof the chlorine absorption band, E,..= 65..5 ( v..Halban 
abd Siedentopf. Z.ph_ys, Chem. I03, 7I, (1913 )1 whence 
3/00. 0. p5, so that even here the loss in intensity 
is only 6g7$, and for other w .velengths it is still 
smaller/ 
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smaller. In the experiments with sodium and iodine 
vapour, _the. radiation would have liad'AQ -,petietrate a 
layer about 12 cm.. thick of iodine at y mr. Coehn and. 
Sruckhardt found that a layer of iodine vapour 0,4 cm,, 
thick at * an atmosphere was transparent down to 
wavelength 224p/;. if Beerls law applies, the corres- 
ponding thickness at O..I ran. is about 2000 cm. so that 
no appreciable a'psorption could have occurred in the 
experiment; besides, direct experiment ; has shown that 
the whóle iodine emission spectrum down to ? 200 /ris 
not appreciably weakened after traversing 30 cm.. of 
iodine vapour at 0.1 md :. pressure at room temperature'. 
There is the ' possibility that a radiation emitted 
in a reaction might be absorbed by molecules which 
had not reacted, to be re- émitted. by the latter as 
resonance or fluorescent radiation, as is exhibited, 
in the simplest case, by metallic vapours exposed to 
the light of trie first line in their principal series.. 
If this process occurred in chemical reactions) light, 
which otherwise would originate sharply at the seat of 
the reaction,, would be diffused through a greater 
volume, and the subsequent re- emission in all direct- 
ions would lead to a dlmi nution in the intensity of 
thejlncident on the photographic plate; but not, if 
tho original intensity were at all considerable, to 
its su'ession, Ii ,however, the re- emission took place 
as infra red radiation, it would escape detection by 
the plate , so that this possibility is not entirely 
excluded. On this point , and also concerning the 
possibility,', 
93. 
possibility of the primary emission of energy in 
several small quanta corresponding to infra red radiat- 
ion, the experiments here described give no evidence. 
The observation that no appreciable amount of ultra, 
violet radiation is emitted in chemical reactions, is 
supported by evidence provided by experiments performed 
with an entirely different object, namely by:..those 
intended to ascertain whether ionisation is a general 
result of chemical processes. It seems certain that, 
with the exception of reactions between the halogens 
and the alkali metals at low pressures where fairly 
latz'ge ionisation has been detected,* reactions do not 
-take placewith marked ionisation. The latest worker 
. on the subject, indeed, Brewer, Jour, Am. Chem.Soc. 
46, I403, (1924. )1 found that in all gas reactions 
which he examined, the oxidation of nitric oxide, and 
the decomposition of nitrogen pentoxide and of ozone, 
a very slight ionisation could be detected (one pair ions 
13 
produced for IO moleculed reacting. ) If ,however, 
reactions 
t+ e accompanied by the emission of an 
appreciable amount of ultraviolet radiation, there 
would have been a large photoelectric effect at the 
electrodes in such experimentsso that there would be 
á.pparentlyf 
X Haber and Just, Ani1.d.Physik 
Zeit.f.Elektch. I6, 
Arn. d. Physik 36,308 
Zeit.f.Elektroch. 
Richardson Phil.Trans. A.g24,I 
Bratherton Trans.Roy.Soc.A.I05 
( 1900 
275,. ( IqIO ) 
(IqII) 
,483,( IgI'4 ) 
( ) 
,468,( Ig24 ). 
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apparently a Large ionisation in chemical reactions. 
The absnece of this indicates that short wave radiat- 
ion is not emitted, in general, in chemical reactions. 
Transference of Enemy by Collisions: We may , - 
11ow consider the second possibility mentioned on p.87 
transference of energy by collisions. The most precise 
conceptions On this question have been formed chiefly 
from the physical side by Franck and his co- workers 
In Franck and Hertz showed that an atom may be 
raised to a higher quantum condition by collision; 
with an electron possessing a kinetic energy equal to 
or greater than the energy required to effect the 
change, any surplus energy being tetained as kinetic 
energy of the colliding particles. Thus, if mercury 
atoms are bombarded by electrons which have fallen 
through a potential drop equal to orgreater than 449 
volts, when they possess the energy required to raise 
the opticaì electron of the atom from the normal 
orbit IS to the orbit 2p2 , the electrons¡on collision 
transfer sufficient of their energy to the atom to 
activate it to this condition. After a finite time, 
the electron in the mercury atom falls from the 2px to 
the IS orbit, the difference of energy between the two 
conditions appearing as monochromatic radiation of 
wavelength 254,0/". The process is one of the convers- 
ion of the kinetic energy of an electron, through the 
stage of internal atomic energy, to o electromagnetic 
radiation. Such collisions have been called «Collis- - 
ionsof the first kind". 
Klein/ 
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Klein and Rosseland[Z. f.Physik.4,46,(Iq 2I) next 
showed theoretically that the maintenance of statisti- 
cal thermal equilibrium in a system consisting; of atoms 
possessing an equilibrium distribúttQnof internal 
energy among the different stationary states and' of. 
free electrons with an equilibrium di8ttlibtition of 
velocities, requires that collisions of the first kind 
should be coripensated by collisions in which an excite 
of 
atom gives up its energy,/excitation to a slow electron 
the kinetic energy of the electron is thereby increase 
and the atom assumes a atate of lower internal energy, 
without emitting radiation. The eLergy lost by the 
tom in its transition fromthe higher to the lower 
state, which would otherwise have appeared as radiation, 
e now retained within the system as increased-kinetic 
nergy of a free electron. Such a collision has been 
called a" Collision of the second kind. The mathemati- 
cal consideration of the question shows that the prob- 
ability of such radiationless transfers of energy is 
very great when the velocity of the free colliding 
lectron with reference to the atom is small, and 
Lein and Rosselanii predicted that it might be possible 
rader certain conditions to detect a suppression of the 
emission of spectral lines by the action of slow 
electrons on excited atoms. 
Franck in a series of experimental investigations 
has extended this notion to collisions between excited 
atoms and normal atoms and molecules. In such a 
collision / 
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collision the energy of an excited atom. may be trans - 
fered to a normal atom or molecule so as to increase 
the internal energy of the latter. if an excited atom 
A` collides with another atom B which requires less en- 
orgy to raise it from its normal stat e to the first 
state of greater energy than the normal atom At the 
atom B may undergo a transition to the excited state 
B'at the expense of A which assumes its normal 
condition A without emitting radiation, the excess 
energy of Ar over B'appearing as kinetic. energy or the 
a 
colliding atoms. After /certain life period, Bwill 
return to B with the emission of the radiation of the 
res©nance line, In thsi way it appears the mercury 
atoms excited by the absorption of the:.mercury 
resonance radiation can give up their energy of excit -- 
ation to thallium and silver atoms, raring them to a 
condition in which they can emit their resonance line. 
The well known green line of thallium is emitted when 
a mixture of thallium and mercury vapours is exposed 
to light from a mercury lamp, while thallium vapour ft. 
alone is unaffected by this light. Ccario.Z.f.PYiysik. 
IO,I ?2 :,(1722 ); Cario and Franck, ibid, I71 202. (1723 ).] 
The spectra produced by Stitt and Fowler froce 
Roy. Soc. %A. T08 (i iI )] by the passage of active nitro- 
gen over various substances seem to be produced in the 
same way. These spectra are characteristic of the 
substance over which the nitrogen passes, and are pro- 
duced whether the encounter causes chemical reaction 
or not. The active nitrogen is probably in a higher 
quantum¡ 
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quantum state than the normal, and on collision with 
other atoms or molecules, it may- .transfer to them its 
energy of excitation raising them to a condition in 
which they may radiate, wothout itself emitting radiat- 
ion. 
Again, the energy of excitation of an atom may be 
transferred to another atom or molecule and raise it 
to a condition in which it can enter into chemical 
reaction. The device employed in high vacuum tech- 
nique of passing a heavy discharge to remove the:.last 
traces of gas may depend on this fact: By the passage 
of the current, certain atoms are excited, which on 
collision with molecules, may cause them to dissociate; 
the resulting atoms will then combine with the elect - 
rodes or the walls of the vessel, since, as the 
pressure is low enough for the mean free path of the 
atoms to be comparable with. the dimensions of the tube, 
collision of the atoms with the walls or electrodes 
will be much more probable than collision between two 
atoms and consequent reformation of the molecule. 
More definite evidence on the transference of 
energy of excitation to a molecule ao as to cause its 
participation in a reaction is afforded by an experi- 
ment of Cario and Franck. LZ.f.Phypik, 11,I6I,(I722 ),i 
It was found that illumination of a mixture of mercury 
vapour and hydrogen at low pressure by the light of a 
mercury lamp was attended by .a reduction in pressure; 
oxides/ 
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oxides, as tungsten..oxide., unaffected by hydrogen at 
ordinary temperatures, were quickly reduced. The con- 
clusion was drawn that the mercury atom, excited 
by t:.e absorption of the resonance line 254,4/transfers 
its energy On collision to the hydrogen molecule,, 
which then undergoes dissociation. The reduction of 
pressure would be due to the absorption of the atoms 
on the walls; while the reduction of tungsten trioxide 
by hydrogen atoms has been shown by Langmuir to occur 
at the ordinary temperature. The energy emitted when 
a gm. atom of mercury suffers a transition from the 
excited 2112 to the normal IS state is II2 Cal., and 
the heat of dissociation of hydrogen is 84 Cal., so 
that excited mercury atoms can effect the change. 
This experiment, and also that on the excitation of 
thallium vapour to emission show that the transfer 
from the excited atom does not take place via radiat- 
ion, since hydrogen is quite transparent to x54/7 µ
and in the experiments with thallium, excitation of the 
green line on exposùre to mercury light occurs only 
when mercury vapour is mixed with thallium. Inter- 
changes of energy between atoms and ether appear to 
be fundamentally different from those between atoms 
and electrons or excited atoms in that, in the first 
Case, the transference takes place only if the quantum 
of radiant energy possesses one of a series of discreet 
values! 
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values, while in a secon(ì it can be effected if the 
energy available in th eleztron or excited atom has 
any value (within limits) above the definite value 
required for the change, any surplus remaining as 
kinetic energy of the colliding particles. A quantum 
of radiation containing a little more energy than that 
09r17@sonding to the D line of sodium is quite as 
ineffective in causing the emission of the line as 
one containing too little energy, while an electron 
possessing a kinetic energy greater than the energy or 
the line would cause its emission. 
Extension tas Chemical Reactions: These physical 
results have been discussed at some length because 
they appear to.throw light on the problem of the 
emissi ôn of energy in the elementary chemical processes; 
and moreover, there are indications, as is shown by 
the results of Norrish and Rideal [J.cs.Iz51 207I, 
(I124)1 that the "critical increments" in a number of 
different sulphur reactions are multipiGS. of a fund- 
amental ..quantity, that the process of activation of a 
reactant whatever its mechanism may be)which in many 
reactions appears a necessary preliminary to the 
change, is analogous to the physical excitation of 
atoms studied by Franck. It has been shown that no 
appreciable amount of the energy of reaction is emitt- 
ed as ultraviolet radiation, although its emission in 
this; 
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this Way seemed possible on the grounds of current - 
hypotheses of chemical reaction and of the origin of 
radiation; further, Franck has shown that under cert- 
ain conditions a radiationless transfer of energy can 
occur when the mechanical process ir" the atom, the fa 
of an electron from a high to a lower. quantum orbit is 
the same as that which under other conditions leads to 
the emission of radiation; and the conclusion is forced 
on one that the molecules formed in a chemical react- 
ion lose their energy of reaction by a process analog 
to collisions of the second kind. The course of a 
chemical reaction may be formulated in this way. Two 
molecules interact, because, as we may say, the poten 
ial energy of the system in its condition of final 
resultants is smaller than that of the system in its 
condition of initial reactants. At the instant''.of 
their formation, the resultants must contain the 
energy the loss of which is the condition that the 
reaction should proceed.. 
This energy of reaction is not given :gip as 
ultraviolet radiation, at least, not down to pressures 
of about 0.I mm.. It is, we must suppose, Aissipat.ed 
by collision with molecules which have not yet reacted,, 
or with molecules which have already lost their 
energy of reaction. These molecules receive an ins 
crease in energy, which they may use in a variety of. 
ways. The process seems to be entirely analogous to 
that/ 
that of collisions of the - second kiid, and may be 
identical with its The term collision of the second 
kind has been res rricted to collisions in which one of 
the particles is an atom previously excited by the 
absorption of radiation or by the electron impact. 
For convenience, the process by which we may regard 
the energy to be eliminated from resultants which owe 
their activation to a chemical reaction, may provisto 
ally be called a "collision of the third kind* the 
new term being introduced to signify that the process 
depends on chemical activation rather than that it 
differs essentially from the collisions of the second 
kind studied by Franck and his collaborators. 
That there may be transference of energy from on 
molecule to another in a reacting system is a hypoth- 
esis put forward by several investigators. Even befa e 
the formulation of Einstein's Photochemical Equiv4en e 
Law, Stark appears to have been one of the first to 
introduce the idea in order to .explain photochemical 
sensitisation in which a non light sensitive substance 
is caused to undergo reaction on exposure to light 
When mixed with another substance which absorbs the 
the particular light concerned, the--1:34.91.r s instance 
being recolvered unchanged at the end of the reaction. 
rPhye.zelt.1,by8 (I ?08). He proposed that a molecule 
or the sensitie r.. having absorbed a quantum, can on 
collision with a molecule of the other kind, raise tg 
latter / 
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latter to a condition ih which it MAZ react. 
Elimination of Heat in Chemical Reactions: The 
process producing this is analogous to a collision of 
the second kind. causing an increase in the kinetic 
energy of a slow electron. The active resultant, on 
collision with molecules which have not yet reacted, or 
which are already deactivated, transfers its energyq 
of reaction to these and increases their kinetic ener- 
gy; the temperature of the system then rises. This 
appears to be the way in which the energy of reaction 
is ultimately dis3 .pat.4d.; it any other method of 
transfer lasted over a long period, the assumption 
that the change inritotal energy in a reaction is 
measured by the calorimetrically measured heat of re- 
action at constant volume would require reconsider -- 
at idn. 
Production of Li:ht in Chemical Reaction : In 
a number of chE.Acal reactions,: light is emitted 
which cannot 10,3 ascribed to a purely temperature effect;, 
the emissions observed in the reactions studied here 
are cases in point. Where solid reactants are formed ii 
a region of high temperature, as in the luminous 
imasen: flare, the emission is probably very largly 
simply temperature radiation from the solid particles, 
but such an explanation cannot account for the chlorine 
,hydrogen flame, where no solid particles are present, 
and which emit light at temperatures at which none of 
the reacting or resulting gases have been caused to 
radiate/ 
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radiate by simple heating. We may consider in 
particular the light emitted in the reaction bwtween 
sodium and iodine at low pressure. A quite intense 
yellow-Olitwas produced when the temperature of the 
oven containing the reaction tube was I30 °C, and it was 
possible to observe the glow when the temperature was 
as low as ?a: Tie temperature of the glow would be 
somewhat higher, but when the small amount of reaction 
taking place is considered, we may consider 200 as 
well beyond the upper limit. 
(Continued on next page) 
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The number of sodium atoms with an electron in the 
2p orbits ( in which condition they can emit the D lines ) 
in equilibrium with normal atoms at 200°0 can be 
calculated from Nernst's equation for the relation 
between equilibrium constant and the heat of reaction, 
as applied by Sam. to the ionisation of gases ESA:oa 
Phil. Hag .. 40,478,(I /20 ).l The "approximation fo_ ." 
of Nernst It well known equation is 
Tn 
I ''g Ke - P 4UyT - 2.vl''tSI° T1-vC. 
:i.. 
P 
where Kris the equilibrium constant with reference to 
partial pressures, 
2 ?'wand :Ep are partial pressures of restltants and 
reactants raised to the appropriate powers. 
U is the heat developed in the reaction. 
zv Is the difference between the number of molecules 
on the two sides of the. chemical equation. 
.vC jsthe sum of the chemical constants of react- 
ants-- sum of chemical constants of resultants. 
If we consider normal anca excited atoms to be thermo - 
dynamically distinct forms, this equation can be employ - 
ihd to determine the equilibriun in the reaction A A' 
ere A'is an excited atom. 2.1J=0; since the chemical 
onstants of monatomic gases depend only on their'masses 
Yld since the masses of the two forms are the same (the 
i 
very slight increase of mass of A over that of A assoc.- 
ated with its greater energy content being,. of course, 
eglected) then,vC -O, so that 
Ioo u 
° 4..51/ T If/ 
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If psis small compared with p, we can put p equal to 
the total pressure , . ami 
p' 
_ ml the fraction of atoms 
innthe excited condition. 
Thus, obx= - 
4.51lT 
For sodium, the resonance potential is 2.1 volts, which 
is equivalent to 48,500 cal. This is:athe heat absorb! -a 
1 
ed in the reaction Na = Na, so that U 48,500. 
l a+S-, 500 
1+-57 1 xif`13 
37xio 
The nucfoer of gaseous molecules per c.c. at 
atmospheric pressure is 2.7x I0 19 ; so that, even at 
atmospheric pressure there is only one excited atom 
per litre at 200°C. Even at 800 °absolute, above a 
red heat, the number of excited sodium. atoms per c,c. 
at atmospheric pressure is only 106, or at 8 mm., the 
vapour pressure of sodium at this temperatvxe, IO per 
c.c. The emission of light observed in the reaction 
canma be caused simply by the temperature or the 
region of reaction. The only source seems to be the 
energy made available in the reaction, which is corm, 
unicated to the sodium atoms, in some other way than 
as thermal energy. The pr oduction of light in 
chemical reaction between gases seems tobe due to 
collisions of th e third kind, in which the activated 
resultants, if they have energy equal to or greater 
than that required to raise reactants or normal result- 
ants to a state in which they can emit radiation, pass 
on/ 
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on thetr excess energy to the latter and assume them 
selves a state in which they may have a permanent 
existence. 
The conclusion that the light emitted in some 
chemical reactions is, so to speak, a by- product, has 
been previously arrived at by Haber and Zisch Z.f. 
physik, 1,302,1922] who examined the luminosity 
attending the interaction of sodium vapour with chlorine 
at a total pressure of one atinospheréi and at temper- 
atures of 350° to 500° C. Kautzki and Zocher Cibid. 
I0,I12, 1922 also found that the spectrum of the 
chemiluminescence accompanying the oxidat.iòn :i of cent 
ain unsaturated silicon compounds was identical with 
the fluorescent spectrum emitted inicIhe absence of 
reaction, and concluded that the chenìilumine scence , 
like the fluorescence was produced by molecules not in 
the process of reaction. Later, Kautzki and Neitzke 
D.f.:Physik, 31,60, 19251 described experiments in which 
the oxidation of thesei.silicon compounds caused dyes 
such as rhodamfne, with which they are mixed to emit 
the light of their fluorescent spectra, a phenomenon 
which appears analogous to the excitation of the 
thallium spectrum by activated mercury atoms. 
The condition for the emission of light by this 
reflex process will be that the energy possessed by 
the activated molecule', should equal. or exceed that 
required to raise the notmal molecule with which it 
collides/ 
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collides)tto one of the definite quantum states. The 
energy required to raise the optical electron Ot .the 
sodi Um atom from the normal to the 2p, orbit is 48.5 Cal;: 
the energy made available in the reaction between the 
gaseous sodium and gaseous iodine is q4.5 Cal", hence 
the excitation of the sodium. We may picture the prow 
cessdwhich cause the emission of the D lines. A sodi 
iodide molecule has just been formed and .has not yet 
lost its energy of reaction. In this condition it 
collides with a sodium atom which has not participated 
in the reaction; a transfer of energy from the salt 
molecule to they sodium atom takes place; the internal 
energy of the sodium atom is increased by 8 2c IO--" gals ; 
the atoms adjusts itself to its new energy condition in 
that the valency electron springs from its 
orbit to that of next higher energy, where it persists 
-s 
for TO seconds; it then rerurns to its original orbit 
with the emission of its excess internal energy as 
yellow light. The portion of the energy of reaction 
of the salt molecule which has not gone to increase 
the inteYnal energy of the sddiuin atom is distributed 
between the colliding particles so as to increase their 
kinetic ' ene rgy. 
On the other hand, the energy required to raise thj 
iodine atom from its normal condition to that in which' 
it can emit the resonance line at 2061, pis I38 Cal.per 
gm. atom, a quantity greater than that possessed by the 
nascent salt molecule. The line will therefore not be 
emitted/ 
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emitted in the reaction , as was -found experimentally 
to ;be true. Again the heat of formation of solid 
mercuric iodide from mercury and iodine vapours is 
388 + 12.4--- 5I.2 Cal. (value for formation of solid 
Hgi,froni liquid. mercury and. iodibe vapours- latent heat 
of vaporisation of mercury)) the energy required to 
cause the emission of the mercury resonance line at 
254 u/4is II2 Cal., hence the non emission of the line 
in chemical reaction. 
In the hydrogen- chlorine flame it is probably 
the chlorine ±],ich gives rise to the emission, since-HIE. 
absence of absorption by hydrogen and hydrogen chloride 
in the visible and near ultra violet indicates that 
the normal molecules of these substances are incapable 
of undergoing any quantum change requiring an amount 
of energy corresponding to frequencies in these regions. 
Chlorine, however, has a complicated bands absorption 
spectrul in the visible and long wave ultraviolet, so 
that it is capable of responding to amounts of energy 
ccrrespánding to this region. That the emission 
spectrum produced in the flame is continuous may be 
due to the high pressure; the broadening of spectral 
lines of high pressure is a well known phenomenon. 
Ionisation in Chemical Reactions: The excitat- 
ion of an atom to a state in which, it can emit its 
resonance line is a stage towards its complete ionisat- 
ion, so that, if the energy change in a reaction is 
suí'ficient, the activated resultantsmight be expected 
to cause ionisation of molecules or atoms with which 
they collided. The ionisation dnergy_'of.gases is very 
high 
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high, (II7,000 cal. for the sodiumato_m, one of the most 
readilY ionised) so that much ionisation is not to be 
expected in a purely gaseous reaction; and, in fact, 
the ionisation in gaseous reactions is very small. It 
is, indeed, difficult to See how the energy available 
in the chemical reaction could cause the ionisation 
in the reactions studied by Brewer (p 9 3. ) since 
the energy of ionisation of gases like NO, 02, etc., 
although unknown, are practically certainly greater 
than any amount of energy made available by ahernical 
means. Most compounds studied, e.g. ether, benzene, 
toluene, have ionisation potnetials of about IO volts, 
corresponding to an energy of ionisation of 230,000 cal. 
In no- ordinary chemical reaction are such amounts of 
energy liberated. If, however, we postulate a statist- 
ical distribution of the atoms and molecules among the 
different states of inteiiîal energy, analogous to the 
Maxwellian distribution with respect to velocity, a 
certain small fraction of the molecules will be more 
or less advanced on the way to ionisation, and might be 
Corr í-letely ionised on collision with active resultants. 
There is. also the possibility or diredt ionisation 
in more than one step. The work necessary to raise 
an electron from a solid metal is much less than that 
requiredfor gases; it corresponds to the thteshold 
frequency in the photoelectric effect, and there is 
no ¡ 
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no difficulty in accounting for ionisation when solid 
metals are present. According to this explanation of 
chemical ionisation where metals are present the pro- 
cess ,,rust resemble that occurring in the thermionic 
effect; and Richardson has found that the characteristic 
current -voltage curves inc the reaction between soda 
potassium alloy and the halogens resembles that of th 
thermionic effect, rather than that of the photoelect 
is effect. [Phil.Trans. A.222,1922. J 
Photochemical Sensitisation: This process also 
receives a general explanation in terms of col1isions 
of the third kind. It is possible to cause a substance 
insensitive in itself to light of a given wavelength 
to undergo reaction on exposure to this light if a 
the 
second substance is present which absorbs light. 
This is th¡ principle on wiol:.depends the possibility 
of making a photographic plate whcch is sensitive to 
all cfllours. Silver bromide does not absorb red light 
appreciably and a photographic plate is tnerefore 
insensitive to red; but if silver bromide grains are 
in very intimate contact with certain red -absorbing 
dyes, red light can affect the plate. We must assume 
that the actual amount of energy in the quantum 
corresponding to rid light is sufficient to cause the 
change in the silver salt; the ineffectiveness of red 
is due to the Absence of response of the salt to rad- 
i 
iaY/ energy of this sort. The dye, however, can 
absorb quanta of light containing this amount of 
energy; 
energy; the molecules of the dye are thereby raised 
to state of greater energy, and on collision with a 
silver bromide molecule , they may transfer to the salt 
their excess energy and themselves resume their normal 
state. The silver bromide molecule has now received 
in collision the amount of energy required to erect 
the change which it could not pick up directly from 
quanta of radiation containing this same amount of 
energy. Weigert found that many gas reactions could be 
sensitised in a :::annex which can be explained similarly. 
[Ann, d.Physik,24,243, (I707) ]. Ozone , for example , is 
practically unaffected by visible light; but exposure 
of a mixture of ozone and chlorine to visible light 
causes decomposition of the ozone, and quantitative 
stud/ by Bonhoeffer {Z.f.PhysiI,13, 4,( I723 )'has shown 
that two ozone molecules are decomposed for every 
quantum absorbed by the chlorine. The chlorine 
Oo1ecmle, activated by the absorption of a quantum, on 
collision with an ozone molecule transfers to it 
sufficient energy to cause its dissociation; 
c12"°;-03.ci tolicithe disappearance of the second ozone mol- 
ecule is likely to be due to some secondary reaction 
such as 0 fi 0 20 z. 
Evidence from the Stud of Chemical Kinetics: 
Several investigators have postulated the possibility 
of the transfer of energy from activated to inactive 
molecules 
II2. 
molecules in order to account for their individual 
results. Chapman and Underhill P.C.s.I03,5.00,(I713)] 
explain the inhibiting effect of oxygen on the union 
of hydrogen and chlorine by assuming that the 
by the action of the light an unstable active form of 
chlorine is formed, which by collision with oxygen 
loses. its excess energy, and though the details of 
the scheme which represents the mechanism of the 
reaction have been modified LD. Z. and M. C. C. Chapman. 
S. C. Sa 123, 307y, (1723 ) the essential idea of the 
transference of energy from active to inactive 
molecules is retained. 
Bodens tein rZ.f.Eloktroch. 22,571(1716i' recognis- 
ed that the hydrogen chloride at the instant of its 
formation must be in a condition of abnormal energy, 
and explained the high yield in the photochemical 
to 
formation of hydrogen chloride over that anticipated 
on the basis of the equivalence law by supposing that , 
the activated HC1 molecule passes on its energy to 
chlorine and hydrogen molecules,bringing a greater 
number into reaction than that caused by the action 
or the light. Again, Baly and BarkerÇs.C.$. j,653, 
(I72I )J attempt to explain the- deviati4Otru. of the be- 
I 
haviour of the hydrogen -chlorine reaction from that 
required by Eintgin's law in essentially the same way. 
Quantitative expression has been recently to _the 
conception of reflex activation as it enters into the 
velocity! 
velocity of reaction by Christiansen and amers C Z. 
phys.Chem.I04,457,( I723 )1and by D.I,.Watson[Proc.Roy. 
Soc.A ( 1925 ) 
Sunur;ar : The discussion can be summarised thus. 
The problem arises how the energy of reaction is 
emitted innthe elementary process. The experimental. 
work described shows that, even down to low pressure , 
1 
the energy in a number of vigorous reactions involving 
the formation of heteropolar compounds is not emitted 
as radiation which can affect a photographic plate. 
The study from the physical side of the behaviour of 
a system containing normal atoms and molecules and 
atoms in well defined states of excitation, shows that 
ra:diationless transfers of energy from excited to 
normal atoms occur, in which the internal mechanism of 
the excited atom suffers the same change as that which 
otherwise may give rise to radiation. The conception 
is extended to include the interaction of the excited 
molecules formed in a chemical reaction with normal 
reactants and resultants, and it is shown that on this 
bast's - +, it;eneral kind of explanation can be given of 
such apparently unrelated phenomena as the emission of 
heatand of light in chemical reaction, ionisation 
in reactions, photochemical sensitisation, and 
certain cases of autocatalysis. 
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GENERAL SIJLEfARY: 
(I) The object of this work was to ascertain if 
chemical reactions in general are accompanied by the 
emission of radiation reprresentìng the energy change 
associated with the reaction. 
(2) The emission spectra of the halogens have been 
investigated. The essential similarity in 4pe of the 
spectra of chlorine, bromine and iodine has been ob- 
served and a new line emission spectrum of iodine has 
been found. In all three halogens a band has been 
observed, of the form, and in the position of the pre- 
dicted electron affinity spectrum. The spectrum of 
iodine has been produced by slow -electron impact and 
has been shown to be the same as that produced by high 
tension oscillatory discharges. 
(3) It has been shown that iodine vapour is ionised 
by exposure to ultraviolet light of wavelength shotter 
than I85M u. 
(4) The emission spectra of the halogen .hyd. Mdes 
have been examined,, They are identical with those of 
the corresponding halogen with the -addition of the 
Balmer series of hydrogen. No emission has been 
observed which can be identified witha "reaction 
spectrum" 
(5) A number of reactions have been examined, under 
various conditions of temperature and pressure, for 
a reaction spectrum. In no case hat- > such an emission 
been found. The conclusion is drawn that the energy 
of/ 
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of reaction is dissipated in the elementary process in 
some other way than as electromagnOtic radiation. 
(6) The consideration of physical 'results on the 
transference of energy between electrons and excited 
toms, on the one hand, and normal atoms, leads to 
he co nclusion that the energy made available in 
hemical reactions is dissipated in collision with 
ormal molecules, a conception which appears to account 
or, in a general way, the prediction of heat and of 
light in reactions, ionisation in reactions, photo - 
dhemicál sensitisation and certain facts of chemical 
kinetics. 
The experiments on which this thesis is based have 
been performed in the Chemical Laboratories at zing's 
Buildings in collaboaaticn with Dr D. B. Ludlam. 
